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INTRODUCTION
While making a study of "The NewTestament
Idea of Holiness, ,,1 the writer came to the conviction
that the Old Testament backg round of the idea needs
-to be considered before one can reaoh the clearest
comprehension of what is meant by holiness, or make
the most impartial judgment 0 f what new content it
reoei ved in the revelation of Christ. He determined.
therefore, to continue his study of the sub jeot of
holiness by giving additional attention to the Old
Testament foundation upon which the HewTestament
concept was built.
Early in the study the writer found his attention
arrested "by the following statem ent :
It may be a little difficult to realize the
original simplicity of this idea of holiness,
expressing, as Wellhausen says, Tlrather What
a thing is not t than what it is"; but from this
meager foundation has been developed a series
of the most pregnant significations in the whole
range of Old Testament revelation.2
The purpose of this thesis, therefore, is to
ascertain the Old Testament idea of Holiness. To chart
IJohn W. Lambert. The NewTestament Idea of Holi-
ness (Unpublished B.D. dissertation, New Testament Depart-
ment, School of Religion, ButLer University. 1945). p. 1.
2p. A. Nordell, "Old Testament Word-Studies: 3.
Moral Good." The Old Testament Student, ed, William R.
Harper, VIII (Sept. 1888--June 1889), p. 101f.
1
2the course whioh holiness followed from the time when
it signified "what a thing is not" unt i1 it came to
represent in Judaism "the virtue par excellence"l is the
wri tel" s design. It is his intention to show what
holiness was, and what it beoame in its application to
God, man, pLac.e s , times, and ritualistic requirements.
IJj toil·
He will deal in the first chapter with the earliest
Hebrew concept of holiness, its assumption of ethical
content, and its relat ion to modern usage. Then in
subsequent chapters he will indicate what connotations
dominated the word when it was employed in reference to
God. man, places, times, and ritualistic requirements.
In the final chapter he will present the results of the
comparison of the Hebrew and Greek texts.
The final chapter of the thesis proper is
necessitated by the writer's method of approach. He
has consulted dictionaries, concordances, and enoyclopedias;
he has referred to magazines and books upon the religion
of the Hebrews; but his principal research has been the
comparison of the MTand LXX2at the places where W lP
('
and tJ(y'os appear respectively. The assumption upon which
he has 'worked throughout is that the Hebrew concept of
holiness may be ascertained from the study 0 f the word
lLouis L. Mann, "Holiness, II UJE, edt Isaac Landman
(New York: The Universal Jewish Encyclopedia, Inc., 1941),
V, 417.
2.B'orthese and other abbreviations, see the list
given on p. iv.
"
In the thesis ohapter and verse references to the
lVITt LXX, and RV will be found. Becmuse the researoh vvas
done in the Old Testament Department, the reference to
Scriptures will alwayS be, in the first Lnst ance , to the
MT. Whe.re the chapter and verse arrangement of the IvIT
and LXXagree against the RV, the reference given in
the thesiS will assume the following form; Ezek. 21:7
(HV 2l:2). On the other hand, where the chapter and
verse arrangement of the MTand ltV agree as against the
LXX, the referenoe will be indicated tihus ; Pea. 93: 5
(LXX 92: 5.)• In tnos e instanoes where all three references
are different, all three will be given, the order being
MT, LXX, and RV respectivelY.
The writer has not deemed it necessary to give
more than the chapter and verse referenoes to the LXX.
He has assumed that anyone interested in reviewing the
Greek references in the thesis will have had suffioient
baokground to know certain facts--for example, that in
the LXXI and II Samuel are I and II Kings, and that
Ezra and Nehemiah are combined in it under the title of
II Esdras. Vyherever th e translation of the LXX is given,
it is the writer's own. The reader may wonder why, in
at least one instance, the Greel;;:terms appear without
the aspirants and accents. (rhe following distinction
will' De observed: if the quotation is from the received
text 0 f the LXX, the aspirant s and accents will appear;
if the quotation is, from the marginal reading, the aspirants
4and accents will be omitted.
While the references to chapt er and verse are,
in the first instance, always to the MT. the quotations
of the verses thernsel ves will be taken from the HV. Thus
it will sometimes occur ths.t .tn e qu.otatiOl1, thQugh iI'Orn
the American ::3tandard Revised Edi t i.on of the Bible, does
not have the same chapter and verse re:ference as in the
American standard Version.
Honorific titles will not appear in the t nes Is ,
Those whose scholarly research will be used in the
development of the thesis' argument will be cited by
surname alone, unless itbacomes necessary to distinguish
oe tween two men of the same surname. In this case,
both their initials and their surname will be given.
OHAPTER. I
ITHE HEBREWCONCEPT Ol!' HOLn~ESS
The Hebrew concept of holiness is expressed by
the word Ullp. The purpose of this chapter is to
consider three things: (l) the original concept for which
the; word stood, (2) the ethical concept which it later
carne to express, and (3) the essential concept by which
the various usages, ancient and modern, are united.
The Original Concept
Etymologically the original meaning of the word
UJ 1P cannot be determined with exactness. It is highly
probable, however, that both the verb and the adjective
forms "had originallY, like all such wordS, a physical
sense, now cOOlpletelY lost, not only in Hebrew but in
all the other Shemitic languages. "1
Twomajor conjectures have been made regarding
this original, physical sense. The older view is that
the stem is related to UJln. a cognate with W,. the
root-meaning of which is said to be 111 eni tiut. t o break
forth with splendor. 1 n2 Upon this supposition Oehler
lAo B. Davidson. The Theology 0 f the: Old Testament
(New York: Charles saribner's Sons. 1904). p , 144.
2
G
• F. Oehler, The Theology of" the Old 'Testament.
trans. by G. E. Day (NeWYork: ]lunk & Wagnalls. 1883). p. 105.
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6comments: ltThus the idea of' the breaking forth of
brilliant light would lie in the word; compare specially
Isa. x. 17, where the epithet 'light of Israel' corre-
sponds to the Holy One of Israel."l However, Day. the
translator of Oehler's book, remarks in brackets: "This
view must be given up. With far greater probabilit~l the
word W11j) must be referred to the fundamental meaning,
'separated,' from which the more specific meaning 'pure'
could be direotly derived."2
While Day's statement may sound dogmatic, it
must be observed that Christ ian scholars of the last
oentury have usually accepted the latter derivation of
the word. The method employed by Whitehouse in the
following definition is a fair sample of the way in
which they explain the root-meaning of the word:
Our only safe course is to generalize from the use
of .!f-5!-.§_ both as verb and as substantive in the
earliest documentary sources, and of other wor-d.e,
such as .Q-,E-,£!, found in all the Semitic languages
possessing a simila.r meaning. Weare thereby led
to the conclusion that the term I-d-s expresses the
separation or reservation of a thing or a person
for Divine use or a Divine cult, and the state of an
oojec:t or person so reserved and brought into close
relation V'lith Deity as inaocessible or hardly
aocessible3 and invested with quasi-Divine characterand power.
On the other hand, t he view of modern Jewish
soholars approaches a synthesis between the ideas of
brillianoe and separation. As Kohler expresses it, "At
3O. C. Whitehouse, "Holiness ( Semitic) ." HERE,
VI, 751.
7first the word Kadosh seems to have denoted unapproach-
ab1eness in the sense in whioh fire is unapproaohab1e,
that is, threatening and consuming.n1 In another statement
indicated. One of these ideas was inviolability.
of this idea he adds elsewhere a provooative parenthesis.
After saying, liTo Moses and afterward to Israel YHWHon
Sinai manifested Himself in fire as an unapproachable
deity, and therefore as a holy being." he continues
parenthetioa1ly, n(Ex. iii. 2-5, xix. 18-22, xxiv. 9-17:
'like devouring fire'; camp. Ex. xxxf.v , 29-35, the
radiant fac.e of Moses being the effeot of his intercourse
wi th YHWH).,,2
Grant ed that it is impossible to st ate beyond a
shadow of a doubt the root-meaning of WI jJ, yet some
of the ideaS whi ch were associated wi th it may be
Whether' or not one is willing to go so far as to say that
holiness began with oertain tabOOS, he cannot deny that
the realm of the holy was not for general human intrubton.
In the Old Testament the violation of the restrictive
measures whiCh surrounded the use of holy things invited
danger of the Divine wrath illld of sudden death. Uzzah,
who put forth hiS hand to steady the ark, and the men
of Bethshemesh, who looked into it, are prominent examples.
Deity and numeni ty represented such totally different
orders of existenoe that only a few select persons among
1K• Kohler. JeW'ish;Theo19kl (NewYork: The
Macmillan Co" 19l8),P· 102.
2K. Kohler, "Holin6SS,1l ~, VI, 439.
8men could have corrtact with God, and then only on the
basis of the striotest rules and precautions.
'J~hat WI P invoked restrictions is evident
from its antonym, 5n. This word denotes "that which
is free or set loose for ordinary use, in other words,
not subjeot to the restrictions involved in holiness. "1
The diff'erenoebetween the two words is drawn in Lev.
10:10 where, among other things, Jehovah tells Aaron:
"And that ye may make a distinction between the holy
and the common. If Another illustration of how holy is
opposed to profane occurs in Ezek. 45:4, where a oertain
portion of the land, the portion for the priests, is
described by the words l' ~il r,(J w, p. To give
an adequate discussion of the Hebrew concept of the
profane would require a separate theSis. One more
reference, which is especially illuminative, may be
mentioned. In I Sam. 21:4-7 it is recorded that in the
lack of ordinary, unconseorated bread the priest dis-
tributed to David's starving followers the holy bread
that stood on the table before the Divine presence.
ThiE; extraordinary oocurrenoe leads I'mitehouse to conclude:
"The fact that the distinction between kodesh and hcL is
here expressed, and that the priest endeavors to exact
conditions of purity, pOints to the conclusion that we
have a departure from anoisnt and normal custom. "2
lWhitehouse, Ope cit •• p. 753.
The a.ncient custom, he seems to feel, would have been to
allow no exceptions whatever to the restrictions by
which the holy was marked off from the common. A holy
thing was something which was restricted in its use.
Kohler asserts; "In the ancient conception holi-
ness was a transmissible quality."l To substantiate
this statement he lists Nurn. 17:2-3; Ex. 29:37; 30:29;
Lev. 6:11 (HV 6:18); I Sam. 21:6; Hag. 2:12; Ezek. 44:19;
46:20; and Laa , 65,:5. In Num. 17;2-3 UN 16:27-38) he
takes the "tney" to refer to the priests rather than to
the censers, which is the sense given by the English
translation in the RV. Ex. 29:37 states that whoever
touches the altar will become holy; 30:29, that holiness
will be transmitted by contact with the furniture of the
tent of meeting; and Lev. 6:11, that whoever touches the
offerings will become holy. Since the last four references
in his list require a more elaborate statement than a
single sentence, they will 'be discussed in the four
successive paragraphs.
In Hag. 2;12 the prophet asks this interesting
question: "If one bear holy flesh in the skirt of his
garment, and with his skirt do touch bread, or pottage,
or wine, or oil, or any food, shall it become holy'?"
'rhe priests answer. "No." Then the prophet asks t in the
next verse, if uncleanness is transmissible, and the
lIT~.Kohler, "Holiness," JE, VI, 440.
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priests answer in the affirmative. Kennett interprets
the incident thus:
The priests are here aaked for an opinion on a
hitherto undecided poLrrt , Their answer brings out
clearly a principle which Haggai develops, viz.
whe reas indirect contac.t with holiness does not
make holy, direc.t contact with uncleanness does
make unclean; and. therefore since the nation has
so little contaat with holiness, and so much with
uncleanness, the whole nation is unclean and the
sac.rifices which are offered are similarly infected.l
Peake suggests as an alternative explanation:
Or the point may be that uncleanness has an intenser
energy for infection than holiness; it can operate
to two removes, holiness only to one. UncleruLness
may be primary in persons or things, a dead body is
unclean ~n itself; holiness can only be secondary.
since the sole source of holiness is God.2
The actual fact is that Haggai draws his moral from the
priests I second answer t and the reader is left ignorant
of whether or not the prophet approves their first
answer.
The provision of Ezek. 44:19, that the priests
leave their garments in the holy chambers, is a precaution-
ary measure, founded. upon the idea that holiness may be
passed along even by tho priestly garments. The Zadokite
from the inner to the outer court, they shall put off
priesthood are given instruction that, when they pass
their priestly vestments and lay them in special chambers,
because contact with the priests' clothing might sanc·tify
the people.
IR. H. Kennett, "Haggai," A Commentary on the Bible,
ed, A. S. Peake (London: rrhomas Nelson and Sons, Ltd., 1919),
p. 5'14.
11.
Ezek. 46:20 states that the sin-offering. trespass~-
offerino.'~, . and meal offering are not to be brought into
the cu't er court, for that, too, would sanctify the people.
Under his discussion of this verse t Oooke refersbac k
to his note on 44:19. where he says: "The supernatural
danger of consecrated things is accounted for on the
prine iple of taboo. "1
Isa. 65:5, "stand by thyself. come not near to
met for I am holier than thou," is translated by Torrey
thus: "I I am t abo 0 i£! thee,' the suffix really signify-
ing an indirect abject.n2 Whitehouse writes of the verse:
This expression occurs in a passage crowded with
obscure references to the cults of Palestine into
which the resident Hebrew population in the middle
of the 5th cent. had lapsed. One who had passed
through a ceremony of consecration warns another to
keep at a distanoe, beoause oontaot with his own
consecrated person might infect that other with
holiness, and thereby surround him with a oircle
of tabus or restrictions whi~h would disqualify
him from discharging the ordlnary duties of life.3
But Whatever the wordS may have meant in the mouth of
the one who uttered them, as the text of Isaiah stands
they are words which Jehovah is quoting with disapproval.
In addition to the verses which Kohler lists
to prove that holineSS was a transmissible quality may
be given II Chr. 8:11: "l'he places are holy whereunto
IG. A. Cooke, {rhe :Bookof Ezekiel. lQQ (New York:
Oharles scribner's SOl18 , 1937), 11,484.
2C. C. Torrey, The Second Isaiah (NewYork:
Charles scribner's sons: 1928), p. 468.
3Whitehouse, Ope cit. ,p. 752.
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the ark of Jehovah hath come." Whitehouse thinlcs Num.
5:17 should also be included. This reference concerns
the trial by ordeal of a womansuspected of adultery.
Whitehouse explains the mention of holy water in this
verse as "the survival of such magical conceptions. "1
The writer, however. does not think that the explanation
is applicable here, because v. 21 speoifically states
that Jehovah is the cause of the curse.
In the light of the references discussed above,
the assertion can scarcely be denied that there are
references in the Old Testament where holine ss is
treated as a quality, almost physical, which can be
transferred, like an infectious disease, upon contaot.
The majority of these references occur, nevertheless,
in sections the date of which has been thought, by some
scholars, to be late. It may be quest Loned, therefore,
whether 0 r not the idea that holiness could be transferred,
in a magical sort of way, by physical contact is really
integral to the original concept. It is conceivable
that such a view of holiness is a degenerated. rather
than the original, one.
The Ethical Concept
The first problem to be considered under the
ethical concept of holiness is the very diffioult relation-
13
ship which holiness sustains, on the one hand, to
uncleanness, and, on the other hand, to cleanness.
Holiness and unclearmess comprise a contradistinction.
Notwithstanding their difference. there is a close
analogy between them. In Lev. 11:33-35 uncleanness
is subjected to the same kind of restrictions as is
holiness. This reference deals with cases in which
something unclean comes into contact with earthenware
vessels. Thus, if a weasel, mouse, chameleon, or one
of four kinds of lizards fall into either oven or stew-
pan, the vessel's oontents beoome unolean, and the vessel
itself must be broken. The resemblenoe between this
section and Lev. 6:21 (.i.-(V6:28) is unmistakable. In
this latter passage the s&ne prescription, that the
vessel be broken, is given regarding earthenware pans
which are used in the preparation of the flesh of the
sin-offering. If a brass vessel is used instead, it
must be thoroughly scoured. Peake sees the fOllowing
idea of holiness as underlying these provisions:
The idea is that the "holiness" in the liquid
will sink into the very texture of the porous
earthenware, so that no washing will remove it;
acoordingly it must be broken, that it may not
be used again. On the other hand, the broth
could not sink into the closer texture of the
brazen vessel, so that cleansing of the surface
sufficed to remove the holiness.l
Thus both holiness and uncleanness have a.n identioal
IAn editorial comment inW. F. Lofthouse,
"Leviticus," Peake's Bible Cornmentar;y,p. 200.
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effect upon vessels. The earthenware vessel has to be
broken, and the bronze vessel carefully scoured, whether
it has contained sacrificial flesh, or has come into
accidental contact with the carcass of an unclean
animal.
The relationship between holiness and unclean-
ness is very difficult to grasp so as to avoicl confusion
in one IS O1Jvn mind, much more so as to try to make it
clear to another. Oesterley and Robinson offer the
following distinction:
The apparent incongruity that under the term taboo
are included both things which are holy and things
which are unholy or unclean, is confusing; but what
seems to be a contradiction may pez-ha.psbe explained
-by an analogy: the word "awe" expresses the two
emot ions of reverence and fear; reverence attracts
fear repels· and yet in both there is, if one ma~r '
• t f "k -aso express it, the alemen 0 . eep-at-a-distance."
One may draw near to a holy th~ng and yet refrain
from touching it just because of its holiness, i.e.
out of reverential awe; and one may keep from an
unclean thing for fear of being harmed. The holy
thing is awesome; the unclean thing is a.wful.l
(rhe easiest way in which the writer can conceive the
distinction is to let the algebraio scale represent the
idea of taboo. and to locate holiness on the positive
Side and uncleanness on the negative side. Both holiness
and uncleanness are surrounded by restrictions. Holiness
is positive beoause it stands related to Deity. Unclean-
ness is neg~tive, being related either to disease or
to some other kind of evil.
lW. o. E. Oesterley ~nd T. H. Hob~nson, Hebrew
geligion (New York: The Ma.cm~llan Go., 1930), p. 56.
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Not only does holiness maintain a relationship
to uncleanness. It also has an affillity to cleanness.
The writer, though he has suggested that holiness and
Uncleanness are opposites on the algebraic scale repre-
senting taboo, must caution that they are not antonymous.
"Profane" is the antonym of "holy." A similar warning
must be given about the relationship of holiness and
cleanness. Holiness and cleanness are not synonymous.
Davidson differentiates the two ideas thus: "Cleanness
is only a condition of holiness, not that itself."l
An illustration of cleanness as a condition of
holiness appears at the end of Lev. 11. This chapter
forbids the Hebrews to de file themsel ves with unclean
beasts, fishes, birds, and vermin. At the end of the
chapter the motive behind these prohibitions is stated
thus: "1!'orI am Jehovah that brought you up out of the
land of Egypt, to be your GOd: ye shall therefo re be
holy. for I am holy." The idea seems to be that. just
as Jehovah is a God separate unto them, so the Hebrews,
as His chosen people, should be separate from the things
declared unclean. Other illustrations of this same
principle t that cleanness is a condition of holiness. are
afforded by Lev. 22. In vv. 1-9 of this chapter the
priest, who is unclean from leprosy. from contact with a
dead body. or from association with anything having
IDavidson. OPe cit •• p , 253f.
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contagious uncleanness, is prohibited from eating of
the holy things until he bathes himself in water.
The relationship between holiness and oLeanne aa ,
which is primarily ceremonial in Hebrew legislation,
becomes filled with ethical content in Hebrew prophecy.
}j'orexample. Isaiah says of'the highway of holiness that
"the unclean shall not pass over it. III Isaiah is the
prophet usually credited with ha.ving begun the ethical
emphasis upon holiness. His enthusiasm for ethical
holiness may be traced baok to his call to the prophetic
office, when he in the temple saw the Lord, high and
lifted up. Kohler appraises the inoident thus:
In his first vision Isaiah sees the Lord surrou.nded
by "fiery beings," seraphim, their faces covered
with wings so that they can not gaze upon the Lord;
and he hears the seraphim cry, "Holy, Holy, Holy
that is, 'unapproachable' is the Lord of Hosts;
the whole earth is full of His glo ry. II • • • •
Henoeforth the burden of his message to Israel
is God's holiness (lsa. i. 4; v. 19, 24; x. 20;
xii. 6; xvii. 7; xxix. 19. 23; xxx. 11 et. seg.
xxxvii. 23), and the Isaian exp ression "the Holy
One of Israel," reappears in the exilic chapters
(Isa. xli. 14 et. seq.; xliii. 3 et. seg.; xlv.
11; xlvii. 4; xlviii. 17; xlix. 7; lv. 5; lx. 9, 14).2
To disentangle the specific contribution which
this v t aton makes to the ethical emphasis of holiness
is not easy. Several considerations must be borne in
mind. ]1irstt the idea of inviolability is still present.
2Kohler,"Holiness," J'E. VI, 439.
1 .; .
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The faces of the seraphim, which cry that God is holy,
are covered with wings. The fact that Jehovah is here
described as holy has been assumed, by most writers,
to be a contribution to ethical religion. About this
assumption Waterman remarks: "Over against this, it
may be sufficient to quote the statement of J. M. I?
Smith: I The term "hoLy" affirmed bJ the seraphs does
not here connote a moral idea, but a metaphysical one.'''l
Robinson appears to have the same idea in mind when he
warns:
We must not make "holy" here a mere synonym of
moral righteousness, or we lose the force of
Isaiah's conception of God. The earlier idea
of "holiness"-"whiah, etymologically, may mean
"separationl1 is that of inaccessibility, perilous
and unknown power, involving mysterious taboos, and
superstitious fears ••••• But when the moral
ideas of divine righteousness and lOVe were firmly
grasped, as they were by Amos and Hosea, the
recognition of the transcendent majesty of God
by Isaiah gave them a wider range and fuller meaning.2
still ffilotherexplanation of the import of
holiness in Isaiah is offered by Wallis. He reasons
that the peculiar contribution Isaiah made to religious
though t is the remarkable synthesis which he worked out
between kadosh Bllq. mishnat: "Setting out from the merely
physical conception of "holiness,' in the sense of being
separate or distinct, but without characteristic moral
quality, Isaiah perceives that the logic of Hebrew history
lLeroy Waterman, "The Ethical Clarity of the Prophets,"
JBL, LXIV (Sept., 1945), p. 302.
2H. W. Robinson. The Religious Ideas of the Old
Testament (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1927), p. 69f.
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makes Yahweh kadosh (distinct or separate) in relation
to mishpat. "1
These quotations all grant that the idea of
unapproachableness has not been completely dispelled
from Isaiah's concept of holiness; yet their authors
try to explain th 13 confessed athi cal ideal 0 f noim ees
as belonging primarily to the word "holy. II While the
writer has no inclination to deny Isaiah's endebtedness
to the intellectual and social currents which were his
heritage, the writer feels 'that Peters' affirmation
that cleanness waS the door through which ethical content
passed into holinesE, is much nearer the truth. Peters'
statement is:
To a certain extent thiS idea of the holiness of
the land to Yahawehwa.s a general Israeli tic
conception. • • • • He naturally, therefore,
emphasized very strongly the conception of the
holiness of land and people to Yahaweh; but he
also intrQduces for the first time a apLr L tual
element into that conception. Although within
the holy land and even within the preCincts of
the Tremple itself ,al though belonging to the holy
people and conformed to the outward laws of
hoLiness he feels himself altogether unclean,in the presence of Yahawehbecause of his inwa.rd
sinfu1ness.2
Against the baCkground of an enlarging conception
of the nature of God as supreme and transcendent, the
Hebrews of loftier spirit perceived that cleanness
should be moral, rather than oeremonial; and, sinc e
lLouiS WalliS, God and the sooial Process (Chicago:
University of Chicago press, 1935), p. 238.
23. p. Petal'S, The Religion of the Hebrews (Boston:
Ginn and Company, publishers, 1914), p , 232f.
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cleanness was the condition of holiness, holiness itself
became infused with ethical content. The development
affected the language not only of prophecy, but also of
legislation. It reached its most complete expression
in the Old Testament in the seventeenth to the twenty-
sixth chapters of Levit icus, which have been called
"The Holiness Code." Bar-ton wri tes of this section;
Like Ezekiel, this writer was devoted at once to
the prophetic and priestly ideals. Nowhere else
in the Old Testamen t it; the thought that Yahweh
is holy, and that, therefore his people must be
holy, insisted upon with so much emphasis. He
compiled a code of laws, many of which represented
praotices much older than his time, the main
purpose of which was to preserve the holiness of
Israel. Holiness, as here conceived, was, as
among the early Semites, partly a physioal
condi tion, but nevertheless there breathes
through his work a lofty and pa ae i ona.t e devotion
to th~ prophetiC ideals, which links his work to
Deuteronomy and to that of Ezekiel.l
To the Jewish writers "The Holiness Code" is
the summumbonum of their religion. Mann describes
how holiness is the warp and woof of the tapestry of
Hebrew daily life:
The meaning of holiness is made abundantly clear
in chap. 19. It runs the whole gamut of human
life, II revering father and mother," turning away
from idols, in prohibition against "wholly reaping
the corners of the field or gleaning the vineyard"
but in "leaving them for the poor. 'I Holiness is
incompatible with theft, falsehood and perjury;
it Can not be found side by side with the oppression
of onels neighbor or withholding the wages of the
hired servant. Holiness vanishes with cu ra Lng the
deaf' or putting a stumbling block be f'or e the blind.
~G. A. Barton, The Rel!~iOn of Israel (New York:
The MaorrlJ.llan Cot t 1918), p. 13 f.
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Holiness demands justice in the courts, equality of
rioh and poor before the law ; it requires just
bs.Lanoes and just weights; it repudiates tale-bearing,
hatred of human beings and vengeanoe; it culminates
in Uthou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself. til
The Essential Concept
From the ethical oonoept of holiness just
presented, which makes of holiness almost what might
be called the categorical imperative of Judaism, to
the original concep t , whi ch regarded holiness as a
physical quali.ty contact with which was restrioted
to special persons, is a long int el1ectua1 stride.
Yet thare should be an essential idea by which the
chasm is bridged. There must 'be, if language has any
cont:i.nu;i.ty- of idea,e. c.ommcn c cneept by which the
most ancient and the most modern usages of the word
"holy" may be harmont zed.
In summary 0 f hi s di scue si on of the or iginal
concept of holiness Whitehouse says:
In all these holiness appears as a positive quality
derived from close contact with a Deity or super-
natural power wh i ch becomes deterrent and restrioti ve ,
c Lrctunsur Lbf.ng human activities which axe free as
to ordinary or non-holy objects. Holiness in
primitive religion. like much else, is concrete
and quaSi-physical, and, moreover, is bound up with
magical elements a f' tabu.2
1Mann , cp. cit., p , 417.
2Whitehouse, OPe cit •• VI, 758.
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Under the discussion given in this thesiS to the original
conoept, it was shown that, though there is a Soriptural
basis for regarding holiness as a quality whioh could
be transmitted like an infeotion, this magical element
may represent a perversion of the original idea.
Primitive holiness is defined, therefore, as that
physioal quality, the use of which is surrounded by
restrictive measures, the violation 0 f whf oh measures
is fraught with physical danger of punishment by the
Divine.
The following quotation from Kohler gives
both the ordinary explanation of the spiritualized
idea of holiness and the usual identifioation of the
genesis of the ethioal oontent:
Out of such crude conceptions (as were present in
the primitive idea) evolved the idea. of God's
majesty as unapproachable in the sense of the
sublime, banishing everytrling profane from its
presence, and visiting,with punishment every
violation of its sm1ct~ty. The old conception
of the fiery appearance of the deity served
especially as a figurative expression of the
moral power of God. which ~al1~~ests ~tsel f as
a "consuming fire, II exterrrunali~ng evLL, and
making man long for the good and the true, for
righteousness and love.l
The writer has indicated, however, under his discussion
o:f the ethical content of holineSs, that, in his judgment,
the spiritualized idea derives from the perception that
cleanness is moral, rather than ceremonial. This
perception, he maintains, is not simply humanistio in
lKohler, Jewish TheologY, p. 103.
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origin. It was derived from man's increasing apprehen-
Si011 of the nature o:fGod and God's continuing revelation
of Himself. Consequently, ethical holiness is defined
as the sum of the connotations infused into the original
idea as a result of the peroeption that oleanness must
be moral. as well as ceremonial.
To illustrate the modern conception of holiness
the definition of Rudolf Otto, given below, will suffice.
This recognized mystio writes:
That which is recognized as the Holy is not of this
world, and, as clarity of vision grows, its nature
is seen to contrast to all mundane things. Even
man, so far as he can perceive the: essential nature
of the Holy and its demands and can obey or turn
away from them and become a "sinner," moves and
lives in a sphere of existence entirely different
from the merely "natural" and at the same time
different also from the sphere of moral freedom.l
Careful analysis of these three definitions of
holiness will verify Whitehouse's claim that what
"unites the mos t primitive ideas of holiness to the
later and modern conceptions, which are ethical, is
the fundamental principle of close union and association
vlJith the Divine. 112 Holiness is a quall ty, first physical
and then ethical. which originates wi th the Deity and
is favorably extended to persons, times, places, and
objects needed in His service, and which is circumscribed
with restrictions to prevent its infringement by those
who have no right to possess it.
lRudolf otto, "In the Sphere of the Holy,TI
Hibbert Journal, XXXI (October 1932--July 1933), p. 415.
2Whitehous~, Ope cit., VI, 759.
CHAPTEHII
THEHOLINE~B0]' GOD
The holiness of God is one of the primary
asser-tions of t he Old 'restament. He is the epitome
and the source of holiness. While the word may,
in its non-Biblical usage, signify a concept which
is first associated with material objects and later
comes to encompass the Deity, in the Old Testament,
nevertheless, holiness is a concept which is atta~hed
first to God and becomes desoripti ve of man and things
because they stand in a certain relationship to Him.
After conceding that
In primitive Sem usage "holiness" seems to have
expressed nothing more than that ceremonial
separation of an object from commonuse which
the modern study of savage religions has rendered
familiar under t he name of tabo o,
J. C. Lambert makes this distinction between the
primitive Semitic and the Biblical usages:
But within the Bib. sphere, with which alone we
are immediately concerned, holiness attaches
itself first of all, not to visible objeots,
but to the invisible Jeh, and to places, seasons,
things, and human beings only in so far as they
are associated with Him.l
The holiness of Jehovah should, therefore,
receive first consideration in a dissertation upon the
lJ. C. Lambert, "Holiness." ISBE (Chioago: 'rhe
Ho~ard-Severa.nce Co., 1937), III, 14~
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Old Testament Ldea, As presented in the Old Testament,
the holiness of God may be discussed under three aspects:
(1) the holiness of His Person, (2) the holiness of His
attributes, and (3) the holiness of His agents. This
chapter will pursue the disoussion in this order.
The Holiness of His Person
Since in the Bible holiness mOves from the Divine
to the human plane t God is the sanctifier. He separates
times and men for His service. He is said in Gen 2:3
and Ex. 20:11 to sanctify the Sabbath; in Num. 3:13,
the first-born; in Num. 8:17, the Levites; and in Jer.
1:5. the prophet. He deSignates Himself in Lev. 21:15,
23; 22:9. 16; and Ezek. 20:16 as the sanctifier of the
priestly house of Aaron. In Ex. 31:13; Lev. 20:8; 21:8;
22:32; Ezek. 20:12 and 27:28. He is the sanctifier of
the Hebrews.
Being the sanctifier, Jehovah both calls Himself
holy and is called holy by those t a whom His power is
manifested. In Lev. 20:26, He takes the adjec.tive to
Himsel f. saying: "And ye shall be holy unto me: for I.
JehovEth. am holy. and have set you apart from the pe oples,
that :le should be mine." Davidson insists that the
following is the correot interpretation of this verse:
First. it is out of the question to say that, as
Israel is holy, being dedicated to Jehovah. so
Je~ovah is holy, as belonging to Israel; and that
the language, be ye holy: for I am holy, means
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nothing more than "be mine: for I am yours." That
sentence meansi at all events, be My people, forI am your God.
In Isa. 43:15; Has. 11:9 and 12, God describes Himself
as the "Holy One '.1 in such a way as to suggest that this
term is a proper noun in these three references. Again.
in Isa. 37:23; 41:14, 16, 20; and 43:3 the expression,
lithe Holy One of Israel," is upon His 1ips. In Isa. 29:23
He calls Himself likewise lithe Holy One of Jacob."
Ivloreovert He refers to His name as being holy in Lev. 20:3;
22:32; Ezek. 20::39; 36:20, 21, 22; 39:7, 25; 43:7 and 8.
But more frequently than by Himself, Jehovah is
described as holy by those to whom His power is evident.
Joshua, in Josh. 24:19; Hannah, in I Sam. 2:2; the
men of'Beth-shemesh, in I Sam. 6:20; the Psalmist, in
Psa. 22:3; 99:3, 5, and 9; and the seraphim, in Isa.
6:3--all these, to whom His power is manifested, describe
Jehovah as a Holy Being. In the sense of a proper name
the. phrase, "the Holy One." is applied to Him by the
writers of Provo 9:10; Isa. 5:16; 40:25; 49:7; Hab. 1:12
and 3:3. Though the epithet lithe Holy One of Israel"
'.
appears in II K. 19:22; Psa. 71:22; 78:41; 89:19; Jer.
50:29; and 51:5, it is predominantly an Isaian expression,
occuring in 1:4; 5:19, 24; 10:20; 12:6; 17:7; 30:11, 12,
15; 31:1; 43:14; 45:11; 47:4; 48:17; 55:5; 60:9 &ld 14.
About l,hi8 last-mentioned epithet Schultz writes:
IDavidson, OPe cit •• p. 255.
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The divine name which Ls found in all parts of the
book of Isaiah, and occasionally also elsewhere.
viz. "the Ho1~y One of Israel," is worthy 0 f sp ecia1
mention. As the whole context shows, this title
is evidently intended to denote, not the moral
character of God. but only His majesty as adorned
in Israel. The main idea unquestionably is, that
this God belongs to the people of Israel as the
ob ject of their worship. But the w ord chosen is allo
meant to express the incomparable majesty of the
God whom Israel serves, a majesty constraining to
fear and devotion.1
Further. man pronounces God's name holy. "Thy
holy name" is used in I ehr. 16:35; 29:16; and Pea. 106:
47. "His holy namell is the phrase appearing in I Ohr.
16:10; Psa. 33:21; 103:1; 105:3 and 145:21.2 Though
the construction is different, the idea that His name
is holy appears also in Psa. 111:9, "Holy and reverend
is his name, n and in Isa. 57:15, "For thus saith the
high and lof'ty One that inhabi teth eternity, whose
name is Holy."
The idea fundamental to the holiness of God
seems to be that of Godhead. Davidson olaims that this
was the ancient ooncep t
It is so much peculiar to the gods. e. g., in
Phoenieian, that the gods are spoken of as "holy
gods"; the term holy being a mere epi theton ornans ,
having no force.
and concludes that
Hence the term "holy" is applied to Jehovah when
manifesting any attributes whioh are the token of
Godhead, or whi.ch men consider to be contained
in Godhead.3
IHermann Sohultz, Old Testament The010~y, trans. by
J. A. Paterson (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1892 , II, 131.
2The RV alsO refers Psa. 30:5 and 97:12 to God's
name, but both of these trans. alike from the LXX: "And
give thanks in the memory of his holiness."
3Davidson, OPe cit., p. 145.
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Probably it is in the general sense of GOdhead
that Jehovah swears by His holiness. This· idea is
expressed in Am. 4:2 and Fsa. 89:35. Am. 4;2 is parallel
to Am. 6:8, except that in the latter God swears by
Himself rather than by His holiness. Therefore, these
two phrases, Davidson concludes, have "Virtually the
same sense.TTl Harper explains lIby his holiness" in 4:2
to mean "by his majesty, 'his aac.re d awe-inspiring
personali ty, 'with the implication that he will vindicate
his holiness by inflicting punishment for sin. ,,2 t In
Paa , 105:42 His word is called 'holy, and inPsa. 108:7
He is said to speak "in his holiness. ,,3 In Psa. 150: 1
men are enjoined to praise God "for his sanoti ty. "4
Psa. 98:1 and Laa , 52:10 oharacterize the arm of His
activity as holy. Thus, in the general sense of Godhea~,
holiness is the basis of His oath, the description of
His word. the foundation of His speech, the motive for
His praise, and the ae or et of His power.
lDavidson. OPe cit •• p. 155.
2W. R. Harper, Amos and Hosea, ICC (New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1905). p. 86.
3C£. C. A. Briggs, Psalms, ICO (New York, 1907)
II, 59 on the omission of Psa. 60:6:-Which refers to
"the sacred place 0 f the divine presence. • • • and not
'in' Or 'by Kis holiness!'"
4Cf• Ibid ,II. 544: "There is no reference in
the Pe , to heaverify "beings or things. but to all that
have breath on the earth. This inconsistenoy makes
the reference to place in v.l improbable."
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The Holiness of His Attributes
Whi1e ho1ine s s is capable 0 f the abstract signi-
fication of Godhead, it is more often particularized.
The word "holy" while expressing "Godhead" did
not express this idea altogether abstractly. but
always seized, on each occaSion when used, upon
some attrihute, or connoted some attribute which
betokened deity, such as majesty, or purity, or
glory. or the like.l
Fi ve of God1 S attributes are thus characterized as
holy in the Old Testament. They are glory, transoend-
ence. judgment, spirit, and omniscience.
God's holiness is related to His glory in two
respeots: His holiness is the ground for His own peopl e I s
glorifioation of Him, and the glorifi cation of His people
is the ground for the heathen nations' recognition of
His holiness. A graphic illustration of the first
principl e app ear s in Lev. 10: 3. After fi re had come
forth from Jehovah and devoured Nadab and Abihu. the
sons of Aaron, for offering strange fire which God had
not commanded, Moses comforted Aaron with the explanation:
"This is it that Jehovah spake , saying, I will be
sanotifi ed in them that, come nigh me. and before all the
people I will be glorified.1I Thus it is evident that
here "I will sanctify myself" and "I will glorify myse1fll
are almost synonymous.
1DaVidson, op. cLt , , p , 147.
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That God's holiness demru1ds that His people
give Him glory is seen again in Num, 20:12. where He
says to Moses and Aaron: "Because ye believed not in
me, to sanctify me in the eyes of the children of Israel,
therefore ye shall not bring this assembly into the
land which I have given them." The LncLden't referred
to in this verse is the smiting of the rock in order
to get w at er , By talcing the gloI"'J to themselves Moses
and Aaron prevented the full might and power of Jehovah
from becoming manifested to the people, and thus robbed
Him of some of the glory which was rightfully His. The
LncLdarrt is referred to again in Num, 27:14 and Dt. 32:
51, which speak of their failure to sanctify Him upon
the foregOing occasion.
Perhaps in this same category of verses should
be included Eaa , 8:1::'-): "Jehovah of hosts, him shall ye
sanctify." This is the antithesis of v , 12 and, as
such, raises a difficult textual problem.l As the
text stands, the point seems to be that Isaiah1s
disciples, rather than fearing the poLi,tical conspiracy
of the day t are to render pr cpe r glory to Jehovah by
making Him, instead, their dread and their fear.
Not only does God's holiness require that His
people give glory to Him, but also it, in the glory which
it will require Him to give to His people in their
10f. G. B. Gray, Isaiah I, ICC (New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons. 1912), p , 153 ~ "Eit1i'er vv.l1-15were not
originally the direct continuation of what precedes, or they
call for a more satisfactory interpretation than they have
yet received."
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resto rati on, will be the cocas ion for His sanc.t t fioation
in the eyes of other nations. The idea that He will be
aanot Lf'Led in the other nations upon the restoration of
the Hebrews from oapt Lvi ty appears in Isa. 29: 23; Ez ek,
20:41; 28:25; 36:23; and 29:27.
The second attribute of God to be considered in
terms of holiness is transcendenc-e. While the idea of
glory is still present, in Ex. 15:11 that of transcendence
is more prominent:
Whois 1 ike unt 0 thee, 0 Jehovah, among t he gods?
Whois like thee, glorious in holiness?
Again, in I Sam. 2:2, Hannah in prayer emphae Lz es Jehovah's
transcendence:
There is none holy as JehOvah;
Fdr there is none besides thae.
Kohler thinks that it is in the same sense, ~.t
majesty or exaltation, that GOd is said, in the passages
discussed above, to swaar by His holiness, or, in other
passages, to do the wonderous deeds achieved by the arm
of His holines8.1 It is quite plain that the unapproach-
able loftiness of God is what the Psalmist has in mind
in 77:14 (LXX76:14; HV77:13m):2
Thy way, 0 God, is in holiness:
Whois a great god like unto God'?
lKohler, "Holiness,n JEt VI, 440.
2Kohler, the "the reference given in the preceding
footnote, also refers Pea , 68:25 (LXX 6'7:25; HV68:24) to
this same classification, but the writer agrees with
Briggs, OPe ctt , , II, 103 in retaining "Lnt o the sanctuary."
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The same idea, that of transcendence, seems to
be the explanation of those passages in which Jehovah
may be said to be identified with a sanotuary. In Laa ,
8:14 the sense is that "He will become a holy object,
which no man touches or injures unpunished. "1 The sense
of Ezek. 11:16 is that, though "deprived of Jahveh's
Presence and of the sacrifioial worship in the temple,
yet they had not forfeited His protection."2
God's holiness is als 0 associated with jUdgment.
Isa. 5: 16 describes God in this oategory: "Jehovah of
hosts is exalted in justice, and God the Holy One is
sanctified in righteousness." Davidson calls attention
to the verb stem of' the word "sanctified" in this verse:
The Niphal, rendered to be sanctified, means either
to show one's self Kadosh or to get recognition as
Ka.doah , Here then Jehovah shows Himself as Kadosh
or is recognized as Kadosh by a display of His
right eous judgment upon the sinners 0 f Israel.:3
Nor is Jehovah's righteous judgment limited to the
sinners among the Hebrews. In Ezelc. 28:22, where the
Nifal stem is used again, He sets Himself against Sidon
and says that He will be sanctified in her midst when He
has executed judgment upon her. In a similar way, He
asserts. in Ezek. 38: 16 and 23 (the Niia1 used in v , 16
and the Hithpael in v , 23), He will be sanctified in Gog.
AGray, Isaiah I, ICC, p. 153
2Cooke, OPe cit., It 125.
3Davidson, OPe cit., p. 155f.
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The fourth attribute of God which is charaoterized
as holy in the Old 'restament is His spirit. There are
only three referenoes in the Old Testament where GodIS
spirit is so desoribed.l They are Psa. 51:13 (LXX 50:13;
HV 51:11); Isa. 63;10 and 11. Briggs gives adequate
discussion of all three when he writes concerning the
first as follows:
The divine Spirit was holy, as it was the presence
of the holy God, requiring His people to be holy,
not in the sense 0 f ethical pe r f'ect t on , but in the
sense of consecration. a keeping apart from all that
was impure or defiling, in accordance with the
c onc.ep td on of holiness in Hand Ez , The phr. is
used elsewhere only Is. 6310. 11, where the divine
~pirit is identified with the theophanic angel of
the Presence who led Israel up out of Egypt into
the Hol;s.TLand. The people had then grieved Him.
The poet conceives that the same Holy Spirit now
dwells in Israel of the Restoration. • • •• 2
The use of holiness in connection with omniscience
is ver;y interesting. Omniscience seems to be the idea
inherent in the phrase, TIthe sp iri t of the holy gods."
This phrase appears in Dan. 4:5, 6,15; and 5:11.
Montgomery argues that this is not "a polytheistio
exp r'e aa i.on" but "the Aram. equivalent of JHVffi's epithet
in Josh. 2419 O"uJllP []"il~~ (s1c.)."3 Be that
as it may, 11'1Daniel the prophet is not troubled by any
secret, and is able to interpret because of the residenoe
lIn Psa. 143:10 (LXX 142:10), "'rhy Spirit is good,"
Codices Vaticanus, Sinai t.Lcus , and Alexandrinus have q(y t o v
rather than ()(YC{ Bcv
2B . ·t.r1ggs, OPe 01 ., II. 8 •
3J. A. 1JIontgornery, [rhe Booie of Daniel, ICC (New
York: Charles SCHibner's Sons, 1927) t p. 225.
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in him of "the spirit of the holy gods ;" It should
be noted. however. that in 4: 5. 6, and 15 the expression
is upon the lips of Nebuchadnezzar. and in 5:11 the
words are spoken by Belshazzar's queen. Consequently,
it may be a mistake to assert that the Hebrews considered
holiness to be associated wi th omniscience. In any
case, the idea is expressed in all of its Old Testament
appearances by Babylonians, rather than by Hebrews.
The Holiness of God's Agents
The reason for the ascription of holiness to the
angels is not certain. Different suggestions have been
made, depending, it seems, upon the religious faith of
the commentator. The Jewish writers are almost unanimous
in expLaLnf.ng that the angels are of the same nature as
God, i. a., fiery 'be1l'1g~.l~hQ Ohr1~t1Mwriters, however,
see in such descrip~ion of the angels a spa.ce relationship.
Moreover. they observe that. just as the application of'
holiness to God's Person is partioularized, the angels
In Job 5:1 and 15:15 there is the augge st Lcn
that it was the custom of man to seek the intercession
of angels. This custom arose because angels were
c Qn~tLde:t'~d Q,J.Q~e:r: to God tllat:l. was man. Angels were called
holy, therefore" "not on account of mora.l pGu:fiat1on (ot 416:),
_ lKohler. ,"Holiness ,it 11&, VI; 4Z9 9nd Jewish
Theology, p. l02f.
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but of their proximity to God. Ifl It should aleobe
remarked that the wri ter of Job did not approve of the
practice of seeking the intercession of angels. As the
commentator interprets it, the writer's argument runs
thus: "Le t not Job appeal to the angels t the r eby mani-
festing the irritation of the foolish; but let him turn
in the right temper to God Himself.,,2
Psa. 89:6-8 (LXX 88:6-8; RV 89:5-7) depict
the angels as an assembly of worshippers in heaven,
Which form the counterpart of the worshipping congrega-
tion upon earth:
And the heavens shall praise thy wonders, o Jehovah;
Thy faithfulness al s 0 in the assembly 0 f the holy ones.
For who in the ski es 0 an be oompare 0.. unt 0 Jehovah"?
Who among the sons 0 f the mighty is like unto Jehovah,
A God very terrible in the COID1Cilof the holy ones,
And to be feared above all them that are round about him?
There are four references in Daniel to "holy ones"--
Dan. 4:10,14,20; and 8:13. Theil' function seems to
have been that of vVatchers. .Montgomery explains:
The word ." -::}is Aramaic in form, although it has
its Heb. Counterpart, and is doubtless an importation
:from the current syncretistic religion. Hence probably·
the adeli t ion of the epexegeti cal I and holy,' to
secure identification with the angelic oategory.
The same combination appears in Enoch: 201 'the holy
angels who watch,' i. e .. the archangels; and 122
'his (Enoch's)activities had to do with the Vigilants
and, his days with the Holy Ones.' the parallelism as
below, v , 14. While the Vigilants beoome predominantly
fallen angels, the original implication of' the term
as beings nearest to God is preserved in these referencas.~
IS. R. Driver and G. B. Gray. The Book of Job, ICC
(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons. 1921), I, 48.
2I-b· 0..~ ., p. 49. 3:rvrontgomery. _o...p_._c_i_t•• P 2311'.
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Montgomery also calls attention to the fact that, though
he himself considers "the holy ones" fallen angels,
they were regarded by Philo and the Syrian literature as
guardian angels, and by a modern school of' interpreters
as the Second Person of the Trinity.
Again, the expression "holy ones" appears in
Zech. 14: 5. Here they are the companions of Jehovah
at His advent for the deliverance of Jerusalem.
In smrunarization of the Old Testament view of
the holine s s 0 f God, the following may be said: In
the Old Testament holiness is a concept which moves
downwards to man, rather than upwards to God. God is
first holy. His holiness expresses in general His
Godhead, but His Godhead is holy because it has a particular
content. JehOvah is called holy when such attributes
as His glory, His 'transcendence. His judgment, His
spirit, and His omniscience are in view. This same
characteristic of holiness, to coma in usage to signify
a particular characteristio rather than a general quality,
is demonstrable in its appI Lca.t Lon to angels. The
angels are holy, either because they share the nature of
God, or because of nearer proximity to Him than man.
More important, however, is the :fact that they are
denominated holy when they are funotioning in certain ways.
such as interc.ediug for man, worshipping God, watohing
over man, or companying with God.
CHAPTEH III
THE HOLn~E~S 0]' 1I1AN
Several aspects of the holiness of man should
be considered by way of introduction. First t the
application of' holiness to man is a secondary one.
It waa indicated in the pr eced.Lng chapter that holiness
in the Old Testa.ment reaches from God dovvntowards men
and things, rather than from taboo up to men and God.
But regardless of whichever view one may take of the
direct ion o f the: thought I s movement, the holiness 0 f
man occupies the half-vvay position. It is a secondary
and derived idea. Moreover, the holiness of man is
realized through a human instrumentality. Though holi-
ness emanates from God, it is required, nevertheless.
particularly in the Pentateuch, for some human mediator
to ~'i\HSist Jahovah in the sanctification of men. For
example, in Ex. 29:44; Lev. 21:15, 25; 22:9 and 16,
Jehovah deseribes Himself' as the, sanG'tifieir 0:1:the priests;
QU.t :i.n E~, raS;4l;2etl; &no. Lev. 8:11. Moses is His
agent to do the sanctifying. Although:l.t dCHii not
eome within the scope of this chapter, a third considera-
t:l.on abot.'tt holiness, as appJ.i~i)(i to men, m&'~ tle noted ..
DaviQ.~our~min"'~thf).t it is the application of the :idea
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of holiness to men and to things that gives rise to the
troublesome, and often vague. distinction between the
clean and the holy and between the unclean and the holy.l
There are eight different classifications of
individuals in the Old Testament who are described as
holy. These include the first-b orn , the priests. the
Nazirites, the nation, certain prophets. individuals
intrusted with spec.La.Lfunctions, members of select
groups other than those regularly constituted by legis-
la ti on, and the heathen priests and priestesses. Irhi s
chap ter will discuss the holiness of man in these eight
classifications. However, it rr~y be remarked that these
eight classifications could be divided between two
Lar ge r categories. which coul d be distinguished as the
"regular" applications and the "ep ecLal." applications
of holiness to man. Under the regular applications
would come the first four groups listed above: the first-
born. the priests, the Nazirites, and the nation. Then
the last four--the prophets. the indiv iduals assigned to
special duties, the members of the groups extraneous to
the lVIosaic legislation, and. the heathen priests and
priestesses--would comprise the speoial applications.
The First -bo rn
In Ex. 13:2 Jehovah gives to Moses this command:
lDavidson. Opt cit., p. 152.
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"Sanotify unto me all the first-born, whatsoever openeth
the womb among the children of Israel. both of man and
of beast: it is mine." The verb "sanctify" here expresses
I
the idea that God has chosen the first-born, and that
they are to be separated from the others and dedicated
t a Him. This fact is referred to again in Num. 3: 13
and 8: 11'1. Both of the se refer ences occur in the
discussion of the office and functions of the Levites,
and it is stated in each of them that the Levites are
substi tutes for the first-born, whomJehovah sa.nctified
unto Himsel f at the time of the HebrewsI deliverance
from Egypt.
The Priests
The holiness of the priests is an idea second
in importance only to that of the holiness of the nation.
In Ex. 19;22 Jehovah tells Moses to let the priests who
come near Him (on the mcun'taf n?') sa.nctify themselves.
Sanct ificat ion here involves conformity to the
restrictions which deter the destructive judgment of
Jehovah. Then in Ex. 29: 44 Jehovah asserts: "Aaron also
and his ~ons will I sanctify. to minister to me in the
priest's 0 ff·ice." But even though Jehovah mases the
chOice, Moses has the responsibility for conducting the
prescribed ceremony of consecration. Ex. 29: 1-35 contains
the details f'or the elaborate ceremony by which this is
to be done. The fact that both the sprinkli~g of blood
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:from the altar and the sprinkling 0 f anointing oil are
steps in the pr oc ess is indicated by Ex. 29: 21; 30: 30;
Lev. 8:12 and 30. The phrase in Psa. 106:16, "Aaron
the saint of Jehovah. 11 is probably to be explained on
the basis of God's choice and l'Jloses consec.ration of
Aaron. :Similarl;y', the l.I'conseo:cated' priests" of
Eze k, 48;11 are designated thus on the oasis of Ex. 29:1.1
Having been declared holy by God and visibly
acknowledged as such by Moses, the pri est s I holiness
is to be respeoted by the Hebrews. Lev. 21:8 enjoins
them: "Thou shalt aan ct Lf'y him therefore; for he 0 ffereth
the bread a f thy God: he shall be holy unto thee." But
the recognition of the priests as possessors of special
holines s is not attained wit hout difficulty. Nurn, 16: 3
r-eco r ds how Korah and his company objected to the claim
to the exclusive priesthood of Aaron: "Ye take too much
upon you, seeing all the congregation are holy, every
one of them, and Jehovah hi among them: wherefore then
lift ye up yourselves above the assembly of Jehovah?"
It may be suggested that Korah was the first Hebrew
exponent of democracy. He ob je ct ed to the distinction
between the clergy and the laity. But his idea was pre-
mature. Moae e answers in Num, 16:4: "Ill the morning
Jehovah wi 11 show who are his, and who is hoLy, and will
cause him t o come near unt 0 him: even him whom he shall
lCOOke, Ope cit., II. 534.
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choose will he cause to c ome near unto him." GraJ.~, i11
a familiar refrain based upon the documentary hypothesis,
reconstructs the issue as follows:
'rhe real point of' this important st orJ was
fo r long obscu:ce d owing to the addi tiona made by
a later writer" who turned Korall' and "a.Ll, his
company" into Levites. Kor ah ' s company in this
story are not all Levites; pr cbab'l y none of them
were Levi tie s ; and the two parties to the struggle
throughou t are ,Moses and Aaron (as representing
the Levites) on the one side, and "the whole of
the congregation," i.e., the whole of the rest
of the people ( •• :-:-r on the other.l
Tho:agh the eupe r Lo r holiness of the priesthood
was not accepted without questions,by the time of
Solomon it is acoepted, along with the priesthood's
speoial prerogatives derived therefrcm. After referring
to the exit 0 f the priests from the holy place at the
time of the temple's dedication, II cnr , 5:11 explains
parenthetically: 11]'01' all the priests that were present
had sanctified themssl ves , and did not keep their courses."
The priests and Levites' right of entrance into the
temple, because they are holy. is asserted in II Chr. 23:6.
Against Uzzah, the king who burned incense in the temple
upon the al tar of incense, Azariah and eighty other
priests assert, as is told in II Chr. 26:18, that such
is their exclusive privilege. They enjoy this privilege
by virtue of their consecration. In contrast to this
story is that, related in II Ohr , 29:5, regarding King
le. B. Gray. Numbers. ICC (New York: Charles
Soribner's Sons, 19031. p. 192.
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Hezekt ah , who acknowledges the priests' special functions
and orders; "Heaz me t ye Levites; now sanetify yourselves,
and sanctify the house of Je,hovah, the God of your
fathers. and carry forth the filthiness out of the place."
II Ohr. 30:24 and 31:18 indicate that this order was
dispatched with thorou@lness. II Chr. 35;3 and 6 draw
attention to Josiah's regard for the holiness of the
priesthood. Ezr , 8: 28 shows how Ezra makes the holiness
of the twelve priests--whom he appoints to bear the
treasures, whioh the people had given for the new temple,
from the river Ahava to Jerusalem--the inoentive for
them to guard the treasures carefully.
'1'he Naziri tes
It is the Book of Number s whi eh applies the
epithet "holy" to the NazLr'Lt ea , The Nazirite is
described as holy only three times in the MT, and all
three of these references are in Hum. 6.1 The ad jec.t i.ve
form appears in vv. 5 and 8 of this chapter. In v. 11
the Piel pf , verb is used in the record of the ritual
by which the priest shall remove defilement from a
Nazirite who has come into contact with a dead body.
The Nat ion
In Ex. 19:14 it is recorded that Moses, bafore
c.l
1But in some .MSSof the LXXa form of C{Y lOS
app ea.r e also in Num, 6:12; Jdgs. 13:5; and Am. 2:12.
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g oLng up on the mounta.in to receive the Law, sanctified
the people. 'l~his, which was designed to remove them
from the danger involved in their seeing the desoent of
Jehovah in the smoke which would hover about the mountain,
was done in obedience to the command given in :illx. 19:10.
Jehovah asserts, therefore, in Bx. 31:13, that He is
their sanctifier. In Lev. 20;26 He describes the nation
with th e words "holy unt a me." The prophet writes in
Jer. 2: 3 that the Hebraws were "holiness unto Jehovah."
They are addressed in Ex. 19:6; Dt. 7:6; 14:2; 26:19;
and 28: 9 as "a holy people. If "The holy seed" is the
d@sc.ription of the nation given in Ls a , 6:18 and EZ1'.
9:2. In Isa. 63:18 the prophet petitions God on
behalf of the nat ion, which he describes in his 'Pra.~er
as "thy holy pe opLe s " In Dan. '7:18,21,22,25; and
8:24 "saints" is the term by which the nation is
denominated. These latter references incite speCial
attention beceuse they are
a peculiar designation for the Saints; for ill 410
(J) ">ljJ is used of an angel. This phrase is entirely
differentrfrom T":Jl",)~ ',"c..oll. In the Psalms
(304, 3123, &0.) the Saints are the 0 ">,'''On •
But our au thor has ch osen the phrase in our text to
express the divine or supernatural character of
God's people 1:s contrasted with the other peoples
of the earth.
The nat ion I s status of holiness placed it under
oertain prohibitions. In Ex. 22:31 it is prescribed
lR. H. Charles, A Cri tical and Exegetical Commen-
tary on the Book of Daniel (Oxford: At the Qlaredon
Press, 1929), p. 191.
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that the people's holiness requires them to abstain
from meats torn by the beasts of the field. Dt. 14:21
forbids them, because they are ITaholy people," to
eat 0 f anything which dies of itself. In Ezek. 44; 21
both of these restrictive measures are combined.
Peters makes an interesting suggestion concerning this
kind of' regulation:
The Israelites are to be holy men unto God;
therefore they shall not eat any flesh that is
torn of beasts in the field. Here holiness is
connected not with a distinctly moral idea, but
wi th wna t seems to modern thought a mere provision
of physical cleanness. To the ancient there was,
however, something more in such a provision. Just
as in Leviticus, chapter xvii, it is prescribed
tha t the blood 0 f wild animals slain in the hunt
shall be covered up with earth. so that it may
not become an offering t a the demons of the fi eLd ,
so to eat the flesh of animals killed by wild
beasts was to partake involuntarily in the worship
of' other gods by feasting on creatures sacri ficed
to them.l
The prohibit ion against using creeping things
in their diet is enforced in Lev. 11:44 with the words:
"For I am Jehovah your God: eanot L fy yourselves, there-
fore, and be ye holy; for I run holy: neither shall ye
defile yourselves with any manner of creeping thing
that moveth upon the earth. It The condemnation of
turning to wizardry in Lev. 20:6 is followed by these
words of v , 7: "Sanctizy yourselves therefore, and be
ye holy; for I am Jehovah your Go(1.. IT The Deuteronomic
Ipeters. OPe cit •• p. 296.
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legislation agai~~t making baldness between the eyes,
which custom was in memory of the dead, is explained
thus in 14:2: ",bIOI' thou ar t a hol;y people unto Jehovah
thy God, and Jehovah ha.uh chosen thee to be a people;
for his own possession, above all peoples that are upon
the face of th e earth." The necessity of respect for
the devoted thing is illustrated by Josh. 7: 13: "Up,
sanctify the peopl e, and say t ~ancti fy yourselves against
tomorrow~ for thus saith Jehovah, the God of Israel,
The r-e is a devot edt hing in the midst 0 f thee. 0 Israel;
thou canst not stand before thine enemies, until ye
take away the devoted thing from among you."
In contrast to the prohibitive measures which
holiness binds upon the members of the nation, the
concept also places before them certain Lmpera t Ivee ,
It is re qui red that they perpetually put fringes upon
their garments. The reason for this is given thus in
Num, 15:40: "That ye may remember and do all m;y'command-
ments, an.d be hol~r unto your God." After having
commanded them to exterminate all the other gods in the
land into which He is to bring them, Jehovah explains
in Dt. 7:6 the reason: "For thou art a holy people
unto Jehovah thy God. n The ideal held bei'or e them in
D't, 26:1<;;), "that thou mayest be a holy people," enforces
a charge to keep His statutes and ordinances.
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Certain Prophets
Only two prophets in the Old Testament are
designated as holy. They are Elisha and Je:r-emiah.
In 11K. 4; 9 the Shunemmite woman says of Elisha:
"Behold now, I percei ve that this is a holy man of Godt
that passeth by us continually. 11 Her idea of holiness
pro~ably involves the idea of the possession 0 f super-
natural power, for her hospitality to him is motivated
by the desire for a special favor. But in Jer. 1:5t
where Jehovel1 declares to the prophet: "Bef'o r e I formed
thee in the belly I knew the et and before thou camest
forth out of the womb I sanctified thee," the idea
expressed by the verb is more likely that of choLce
rathe:r than that of enduement with power.
Individuals Intrusted with
Special Functions
Under this classifica"t ion the writer places
Eleazar. I Sam. 7:1 records: "And the men of Kiriath-
jearim came, an d fetched up the ark of Jehovah. and
brought it unto the house of Abinadab in the hill, and
aanc t Lf'Led Eleazar his son to keep the ark of Jehovah. n
The writer I s opinion is that this verse could have be an
included among those which speak of the holiness of the
priesthood. It is listed separately because ~mith
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reminds that "nothing is said of his belonging to the
priestly family or tribe."l
Groups Which Are Not Hegularly
Oonstituted Orders
of Holiness
There are some select groups t not wi thin the
boundaries of the regularly constituted orders of holi-
nesS in the Old Testruuent, which are, none the less,
characterized as holy. Of course. all these groups are
wf t hLn the nation, which is holy as a whole, but their
designation as holy does not seem to be based upon the
idea that they are holy because they belong to a holy
nation. The nation is holy on the basis of the Divine
dec ree , These groups are holy on other grounds. One
such group is referred to in I Sam. 16: £5, where Samuel
says to the elders of the ci'ty: "I am come to sacrifice
unto Jehovah; sanctify yourselves and come with me to
the sacrifice." Then the comment is added: "And. he
sS,llctified Jesse and his sons. and called them to the
sacrifice." Here the command "sanctify yourselfll seems
to indicate merely the temporary condition of ceremonial
purification as a requirement for partiCipation in the
feast.
Another such group is referred to in Dt. 33:3;
lH. P. Smith, The Books of Samuel, ICC (New York:
Charles ~cribner's Sons, 1899), p. 50.
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Psa. 16:3 (I~XX15:3); 34:10 (LXX 33:10; HV34:9); Laa ,
4: 3 and Zech. 1: 7. The use of the term in these verses
suggests a Li.mLted application of the term to those who
belong to an inner cirole distinguished by extra-
ordinary piety. Moore sugge.sts that the Pharisees may
root back in such references. He supposes that the
individuals referred to in the above verses devoted them-
selves to the Holiness Code, and remarks that "it is
easy to see how those who made it their end to fulfill
this ideal might take its name Perushim as a less
presuming title than Kedoshim."l
The Heathen Priests
and Priestesses
A totally different application than is usual
in the Old Testament is seen in the de s Lgnat Lon of
sodomite priests and priestess prostitutes as [] ?(l},p
and J11W, p respeotively. These devotees to Astarte
were known f'o r their abominable orgies in c.onnection with
her worship. Upon this phase of ancient Semitic life
the writers of the Old rrestament looked wi·th disfavor.
Their cond emnaf ion affo rds evidence of the wide prevalenoe
of the practice. The appearance of either, or both, of
the above terms in this sense occurs in Gen. 38:21;
Dt. 23:18 (RV 23:17); I K. 14:24; 15:12; 22:46; and 11K.
lG. F. Moore, Judaism (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1927). I, 61.
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23:7. Am. 2:7 and Hos. 4:11 a:J;'9;thought, by most writers
upon the sub jeet. to refer to the same institution, but
the word Uil P does not appear in ei thar 0 f the verses.
While th is usage contrast s with the ordinary
tendency of the word to as sume ethical implications 1n
the Old Testament, it is not inexplicable. The conclusion
has been reached, in an earlier chapter of this thesis,
that the primary idea of holiness in its original usage
was that of' restriction from cornmonuse. This is
doubtless the exp Lanat ion of the special usage of the
word in reference to the priests and priestesses of the
other Semitio religions. Wood writes of the votaries
tot he temples 0 f Canaan:
They 1i ved in a convent, 0 r a bridal chamber,
a part of the time, and were expeoted at other
t:li.rnes, when off duty. to lead an exemplary life,
and not to degrade the performance 0 f their
sacred religious function to the level of secular
gain. No ol ame or shame was attached to their
calling. If any man falsely aocused one o:f
stooping to secular prostitution he was branded
on the forehead according to the law.l
He also gives evidence, from several lOcales, to prove
that it was required throughout the ancient Semitic
wcr Ld for a woman to sacrifice her ch as t Lt y , at least
once in. her life, at the ·temple of the goddess of
fertility.2 But in the course of time it became permiss-
ible, f'o r' various reasons. for a substitution to be made.3
lW. C. Wood, "The Religion of Canaan," J13L, XXXV
(1916), p , 53!.
2 Ibid., p. 217.
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The rna'. Jority 0 f wome n
sought, therefore, by the dedication
aithe r of their hair of tha head, or of some obscene
SYmbol t, 0 bs e exempt; conseq~ntlY, " special class of
acred prosti tut e sm arose in connection with the tampla.
1
.l.:his hw' ad its counterpart in a lascivious class of priests,
no Were also connected wi th the temple ri tes.
2 For
certain celebrations the priests dressed themselves in
WOmen! S clott . 'to les, and the priesteSSIS in men's, and
gether th .th' ey earned on unmentionable orgies. Against
~s 'DackgroundWith, nd. Wood traoeS the Old Testement oontac
t
as opposition to, the O'W1e and 311 UJ'f'
fOllows'
Israel fBa ' al_ust c rune into conta",t wi th the rita at
MOab' t beth-pe' or, where the people joined thO
the'; e s in thei r r eligi OUSfeasts, warshipped
dau ht gods, ,and "played th a harlot with the
fo";;d e:s, of Moab." In canaan theY must have
SUrvi s,m,lar ritas, for otherwise the later
from ;~lS?annot be eXPlained. It appears th.>;:.t
or aa . e t,me of Asa onward thOre were kedeSh1rn...
htg]'.c or ad men, conneoted with the oult 'Of the
aim thla:;e • 'rho ii rst reform whi en had for i ts
as e e 0 upp r aas ion 0 f these "s OdOmlt eS" began
Jeho~rlY as the time of Asa, was continued by
untilhaPhat, but was not thOrOUghlY carried out
refa the reformation of Josieb. In thO latter
cell rm the kedeshirn weI'e put dOVill1, and their
S wh i fYahweh 1'00 had Dean "et apart in the h?US~ a
stated were destroyed. In theSe oells 1t 1S
Uoae that women wove garmants for AsJ:er
ah
•"Bo a test,fies that it was customary for ~en to.
kea apart with harlots and to "",,1'1f1
oe
w,th the
Tn ~l'tin;h"; which practice is referred to by Amos
the se assert ion that "a man and hiS fa
thar
gO ,nt
o
arne mai den. "
• -----------------~• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
I
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It is little wonder, then, that, with the
ascendancy of ethical religion, these obscene
practices should be rigorously proscribed by
the prophetic writers. and by the Deuteronomic
code which says "There shall be no kedeshah of
the daughter e of Israel, nei ther shall there be a
kadesh 6f the sons of Israel. Thou shalt not
bring the hire of a harlot, or the wages of a dog,
into the house of Yahweh thy God for tb" vow."
Eunuchs also, because of physical mutilation,
were excluded. "A womanshall not wear that which
per t a.Lneth to a man, nei ther shall a man put on
a woman's garment; for whosoever doeth these things
is an abomtn atd on unto Yahweh."1
Prom this study of the holiness of man in the
Old r~8stament, the following conclusions may be dr awn:
The i des of manIS hcLi.nes s is derived from, and sec ondary
to, an earlier application of holiness. ':J.1hereare
eight di fferent groups of people who are conceived by
the Old Testament writers as holy--the first-born, the
priests, the Nazirites, the nation, certain prophets,
individuals intrusted with special functions, groups
beyond the pale of the regularly constituted orders of
holiness, and heathen priests and priestesses. In the
several applications of the word to these eight groups,
various connotat ions are present. Sometimes the
descript ion of one of these groups as hoLy is oonsistent
with a single idea. The idea of ohoice seems adequate
to explain the designation as holy pe rsons 0 f the
first-born and those individuals intrusted with special
functions in religion. As a designation of Nazirite and
of heathen priests and priestesses, the word seems to
mean mer eLy t hat; these two groups sub jected themselves
lIbid •• p. 218f.
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to the restrictions which were considered to inhere in
their profession. The commandto the sons of Jesse
to sanctify themselves meant that they should fulfill
the ceremonial requi rements for purification. On the
other hand, the application of the term "holy" within
some one 0 f th ese several groups may be capable of a
variety of cOlu~otations. Elisha is charaoterized by
the word "holy" on account 0 f his possession of super-
natural power. But Jehovah's description of Jeremiah
as "sanctifiedll is to be explained rather as indicating
that the prophet is the object of Divine choice. As
the concept is attached to the priesthood, in soma
cases the idea is that the priest is under the
restrictive measures which fence in his office from
secular infringement; and, in still other instances,
that he is entitled to the recognition of the people,
in which is involved their acceptance of his special
prerogatives. Likewise, in its application to the
nat ion the word meana ," in sane references, choice;
in others, prohibition; and again in others, the
imperative of obedience.
CHAPTER IV
THiJ HOLINESS OlP J?LAOES
The most frequent application of the concept
of holiness in the Old Testament is that to places.
These references may be catalogued under three headings:
(1) plots, (2) structure's, and (3) heaven. Under the
plots of ground which are invested with aan ct.Lty t en
sub-divisions must be made . (a) the pt ace s of the
the ophany , (0) the camp, (c) Palestine, (d) certain
fields, (e) the tabernacle site, (f) the temple site,
(g) tracts of land reserved for the temple officiary,
(h) the valley of Hf.nnom, (i) Jerusalem, and ( j) Mt.
Zion. Three. sub-divisions of the structures with
which the concept of holiness is associated are required:
(a) the sheep gate, (b) private houses, and (c)
sanctuaries. In turn. those buildings whioh serve as
sanotuaries are of three varieties: (1) private
s an etu ar-Lea , (ii) the tabernacle, and (iii) the temple.
It is not necessary to sub-classify the references to
the holiness of heaven.
:Plots of' Ground
The Places of the Theophauy
In Ex. 3: 5, where Jehovah speaks to Moses out 0 f
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the burning "bush, He says: "Draw not nigh hither: put off
th;-y' eh oe s from off thy feet t for the place whereon thou
standest is holy ground." The idea of holy ground is
probably the same here as that of dangerous ground.
Oehler calls at t ent Lon to the fact that in Gen. 28: 17,
011. the occasion of Jacob's vision at Bethel. his
p er euaaf on that God is in the place evokes from him the
comment: "How dreadful is this place! this is none other
than the house of God, and this is the gate of heaven. III
An occasion similar to Jehovah's appearance to Moses at
the burning bush is recorded in Josh. 5:15. A man
professing to be of Jehovah's hosts cOlnmands the
mili tary hero o f the Hebrews: "Pu t off thy shoe from
off thy foot; for the place whereon thou standest is
holy." That the idea of danger is related to the places
of the theophany is evident again in Ex. 19:23, where
Moaes reminds Jehovah that the people cannot go up
to Mt , Sinai , because Jehovah had told Moaes to sanctify
it.
The Camp
In Dt. 23:13 (LXX and RV 23:14), among the regula-
tions concerning the preservation of cleanliness during
times of war, the presence of Jehovah in the midst of
the camp is said to make it holy. This verse immediately
follows the regulation 'that the Hebrews are to carry a
lOehler. OPe cit., p. 108.
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shovel among their implements of war for the purpose of
burying the natural secretions of the body. The reason
for this regulation is that Jehovah may be caused by
neglect of sanitary precautions to withdraw from the
camp_
Palestine
vVhile the concept does not ocoupy nearly so
large a place in the Old '1:estament; as subsequent usage
of the term "the holy land" for Palestine would lead
one to imagine, the idea of Palestine as a holy land
does appear in the Old Testament. In Psa. 78:54 (LXX
'77: 54) the word "sanctuary" refers to the vvh ole land
which the Hebrews inherited. psa. 114:2 (LXX 113:2)
uses the word more specifically of Judah. Likewise,
Zech. 2:16 (HV 2:12) reads: "And Jehovah shall inherit
JUdah as his portion in the holy land, and shall yet
choos e Jerusalem." lnt erpreting in 1ine with Zechariah I S
leading thought, that the new temple at Jerusalem will
be the one and only shrine in the earth at which
acceptable worship can be rendered to Jehovah, Mitchell
exp La l n s this verse as follows:
When Yahweh returns ••••• , he will take posseSSion,
or. supplying the adverh from the next clause I again
t!ik~e .E0Bsession, of Judah as his portion in the
holy s oil of Palestine, the rest having "been alienated
through the Iault of Israel, and again take pleasure
in its oapital, and the seat of its sanotuary,
.Jerusalem.l
York:
lH. G. Mitchell, Haggai and Zechariah, ICC. (New
Charles Scribner's ~ons, 1912), p. 144.
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The reason that Zechariah describes Palestine as the
holy land may be said t therefore, to be that the
exis t eno e of the house 0 f Jehovah in the midst of the
land imparts holiness to it. On the ot her hand, Isaiah
seems to conceive of the lru1d as holy beoause it
belongs to the holy pe op'Le, This may be seen in the
referenoes to "thy holy oities" in Isa. 43:281 and 64:10
(LXX 64:9) and to "our holy and beautiful nouae" in
Isa. 64:11 (LXX 64:10).
Certain :Pields
Within the holy land certain fields are marked
off as being more holy than the rest of the land. They
become so because they are vowed to Jehovah. The last
chapter of Lev. gives the details by which this shall
be done. According to vv. 16 and 22, a man may sanctify
either a field which he already possesses, or one whioh
he is buying. In regard to the field which he owns,
vv. 17 and 18 specify that he may sanctify it either from
the year of jubilee, or after the year of jubilee.
If it is after the year of jubilee, a reckoning must
be made for the years which remain until the year of
jubilee. If the man redeems his field, he pays. according
to v. 19, one-fifth more than the priest's estimation.
If he does not redeem it, it becomes, according to v. 21,
"h oLy unto Jehovah" and a poeeae sd on of the priests.
lOf'. mo~re'T. 0 nl.'t n 23-5.l..L -a p ..... , 1;'" •
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On the other' hand, if the field which the man has
sancti fied is not his possession, he pays, acc ord.Lng
to v. 23, the priest's estimation in the year of
jubilee lias a holy thing unto Jehovah." In reference
to any devoted thing--whether man, beast, or field~-
v. 30 says: "Every devoted thing is most holy unto
Jehovah." Thus in these referenoes in the 27th chapter
of Lev.. the verb "sanctify" is used five times and
the noun "holy" three time s , In all five appear ano es
of the vel'b--27:16. 17, 18, 19, and 22--the Hifil
stem is us ed , Certain fields, which are th emsel ves
portions of the holy land of Palestine. may be said,
aoo or ddng'l y , not to become individually holy until
man of his own volition brings them int 0 a special
releti onship to Jehovah. Such is the logio of the
USEl of the Hifil. which has the oausi t iva act i ve sense.
The Tabernacle Site
Lev. 16: 23 and 24 says: "An« Aaron shall come
into the tent of meeting, and shall put off the linen
garments, which he put on when he went into the holy
place, and shall leave tihem vt he re : and he shall bathe
bis fl~sh in water in a holy place, and put on his
garments, and come forth t and offer his bUrnt-offering
and the burnt-off'ering of the people, and make atonement
for himself and for the people. I! The portion of these
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verses which is in question under the present discussion
is the follovving clause: "And he shall bathe his flesh
in water in a holy place. 11 What is this "hol:,/ place'?"
Aaron is apparently still in the tabernacle. Was it
necessary for the tabernacle to be pitched upon sites
to which holiness had already become attached? That
this is a possi ble explanat ion cannot be denied in the
view of the results of the study of Semitic backgrounds
which are presented by the scholars of modern times.
Whitehouse writes:
In the primitive life of the Arabian desert, from
which it is generally held that the Semitic peoples
emerged, the main physical characteristics associated
wi th holy spots would be fertility, the spring arising
from the soil and creating a v ar durrt oae l s of shading
t-rees in the b are desert. 'rhese manifestations of
a full vi tali ty were aac rLbed to the presenee of a
supernatural Power who took up His abode there, and
some port ion, or even the wh oLe, would .b e regarded
as His sanctuary, and invested with the restrictions
of holiness. Canaan abounded in such holy places.l
However. this is by no means the necessary, or the on l.y
pOSSible, explanation. Nakarai suggests that the term
UJllp may here Simply be on the way towards becoming
a proper noun.2 A kindred, though not identical, ~iew
is held by Hertz, who explains the term thus: "A special
chamber in the court for the purpose. n3 In such cases.
the expression "a holy place" would have reference to
the tabernacle or its equLpmen t , and not to its site.
lWhitehouse, OPe cit., p. 753f.
9-In a personal interview with the writer.
3J. H. Hertz, The Pentateuch and Haftor~ls (London:
Soncino Press, 1938). p. 483.
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The Temple Site
It is in refarence to the temple rather than
the tabarnacle~ that the holiness of the location of
the house of worship is stated most clearly in the Old
Testament. I K. 8:64 and II ehr. f/;:7 relate how
Solomon hallowed the middle of the court which was
before the temple, "because the brazen altar was not
large enough for the s ac r Lf'Lo es , and there he offered
the offerings of the feast of dedication. In Ezekiel's
ideal theooracy an oblation of land for the temple is
required, by illzek. 45:2, 4; and 48:21, to be in the
midst of the domain of the priests, which is most holy.
Plots of Ground Reserved
for the Temple Officers
It is not surprising, in view of Ezekiel's
location of the temple in the midst of the holy portion
reserved for the priests, that Ezekiel is the one who
most emphasizes the holiness of the priests' lands.
Neh , 12;L17 states: "And all Israel in the days of
Zerubbabel, and in the days of Nehemiah, gave tho
portions of the eLnge r e and the porters, as every' day
required: and they set apart that which was for the
Levites; and the Levi tes set apart that which was for
for the sons of' Aaron." In this verse both appearances
of the words "e ot apa r t " are translations of the Hifil
ptep , of W'p. Except for this verse, the comparison of
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the LXX and MTpresents no other places outside of
Ezekiel in which the lands of the temple officiary are
designated as holy. The teaching that the priests'
portion is holy runs through Ezek. 45:4,6, '7; 48:10,
12, 14, 18. 20, and 21.
The Valley of Hinnom
r.ehere appear, in connection with the promise
of a new c cnv enarrt from Jehovall, these words in Jer.
31:40 (LXX 38:40): HAnd the whole valley of the dead
bodi es and of the ashes, and all the fields unto the
brook Kidron. unto the corner of the horse gate toward
the east, shall be holy unto Jehovah." :_[Ihe reader
will notice immediately that the name "Hinnom" does
not appear in the Bible text itself. However, Keill
and O1'elli2 are of the opinion that Hinnom is the valley
referred to here, and there is so little oppOSition to
the view that the American 'rrarwlation includes the
noun "Hinnom" in the text itself.3 The reason given
for the f'ut.u re holiness of this valley is that its
unc Leanne e e will disappear and it will be included
wi thin th a limi ts 0 f the Holy City.
le. ,BI. Kail, The PI' ophecies of Jeremiah, trans. by
James Kennedy (Edinburgh~ T. & T. Clark, 1880), p , 46.
<)
~C. von Orelli, The Prophecies of Jeremiah, trans.
by J. S. Banks (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1889). p. 236.
31:he Bible; An American Translation, OT ed, by
J. M. P. Smith and NT trans. by E. J. Goodspeed (Chicago:
University of Chioago Press. 1931), p , 1331.
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Jerusalem
The city of Jerusalem is holy. In Neh. 11:1;
Isa. 48:2; and 52:1, it is de ec rLue d as "the hol;).' City."
The man Gabri el, when sddre ss i.ng Daniel in Dan. 9: 24 9
speaks to him of Jerusalem as "thy holy city." In
~
PBa. 46;5 (:LXX 45:5; J_:(V 46:4) the phrase, TIthe holy
pLace of the tabernacles of the Most High," whl ch is
in apposit ion to the phrase "the city of God" obviously
refers to Jerusalem. Briggs takes Pe a , 87:1 (LXX 86:1),
ItHis f'oun dat i on is in the holy mountains. tI as a re ferenca
to the whole city. He interprets the verse in this
manner:
--on the sacred mountains ~ probably referring
o .he several hill s on which Jerusalem, like
Rome, Constantinople, and other great cities,
WaS situated; especially in view of the great
increase of citizens implied in the subsequent
context. These hills are all regarded as sacred
because they are parts of the city made sacred
by the divine residence in the temple on one of
them. • • .1
Mt. Zion
~
Mt. Zio11, upon which the temple was located,
is the plot of ground most often called holy in the
Old Testament. It is referred .. to as "the holy mount"
in Isa. 27:13; Dan. 11:45; ru1d Zech 8:3. Psa. 3:5
(RV 3:4); 48:2 (L~\x 47:2) and 99:9 (LXX 98:9) designate
Zion as "his holy hill." In PB8. 15:1 (LXX 14:1); 43;3
IBri.Q'gso ~ _O~P~.~C~1~·~t,II, 239.
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(LXX 42:3); and Dan. 9:16, it is described as "thy
holy hill"; and in Psa. 2:6; Isa. 11:9; 56:7; 57:13;
65:11, 25; 66:20; Ezek. 20:40; Joel 2:1; 3:17; ObaCi.
16; and. Zeph. 3: 11. Jehovah calls it "my holy mountain. I,
Jer. 31:23 (LXX 38:23) gives the following benediction,
which wt Ll. be revived upon the Hebrews' return from
captivity: "Jehovah bless thee, 0 hao L't a't Lon of right-
eouano as , 0 mcunt ai n of holiness. II "0 mountain of
holiness" is probably an apostrophe to Zion. Daniel
writes in Dan. 9:20 that his instruction about the
seven ty weeks was given while "present ing my supplicat ion
before Jehovah my God. for the holy mountain of my God."
Obad. 17 says that in the day of t hc Lord mount Zion
will be a hospice "and. it shall be holy."
structures
The three structures which the Old Testament
penni ts to stand in the relationship of holiness are
the :.::heep gate, private houses t and sanctuaries.
The Sheep Gate
Neh. 3:1 records: "Then Eliashib the high priest
rose up w Lth his brethren the priests. and they builded
the sheep gat e ; the y sanct i fi ed it. and set up the doors
of it; even unto the tower of Hammeahthey sanctified it,
unto the tower of Hananel. IT The structure to which this
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verse refers was probably the enclosure, to the north of
the temple, in whioh the sacred animals for the temple
worship »ies:» kept. Batten has serious doubts about the
accuracy of the verse. He writes:
Consecrating a gate, especially before "they
erected its doors. If arouses suspic ion. • • • •
Doub tLes s we shou'l, dread "Lat d it s beams, II as
in vv. 3. 6.:'1
He suggests, as the explanation of the error, that the
edi tor had priestly sympathies and felt that laying
bearne wae too common a work for the priests to do.
·While the sanctification of a sheep gate is unique in
the Old Testament r eocr de of holiness, it is not
Lnc onoeI vab Le to the writer that the t ext may be correct
as it stands. rrhe spot where the eaer ed animals were
kept may well have been consecrated to keep the ir
sanctity inviolate.
Private Houses
Lev. 27:14 and 15 provide that a man may
"sanctify his house to be holy unto Jehovah." This
chapter is thought by most commentators of the present
day to be 1ate. It is noted that after the exile. when
the community was (at any rate in the earlier years)
impoveris hed and the maintenance of the pri esthood was
burdensome, the quest ion of fixed monetary equival ants
in the valuation of sacrifices and vows would becoma
IL. W. Batten, Ezra. and Nehemiah. ICC (New York:
Charles bcribner's Sons, 1(13), pI 208.
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important. Thus it is specified that if a man vows
his house, it cannot be exchanged with ffi1 inferior
one; and that if he redeems it, he shall pay one-fifth
more.
Sanctuaries
There are three kinds of sanctuaries in the
Old Testa.ment: (i ) private sanctuaries. (ii) the
tabernacle, and (iii) the temple.
Pri vats sanctuaries. There are three references
in the Old Testament which are be st explained as references
to pr Lvat e sanctuari es. Perhaps these sanctuarLes wer e
used for the worship of false gods. Lev. 26:31 warns:
"And I will make your cit ies a waste. and 1,vill bring
your sanctuaries unto desolation, and I will not smell
the savor of your sweet odors." Inasmuch as this threat
Occurs in the midst of other warnings against disobedience,
it seems probable that these sanctuaries were employed
in idolatrous worship. In the similar tone of warning
Ezek. 7:24 reads: "I will also make the pride of the
strong to cease; and their holy places shall be profaned."
Oooke comments upon this verse thus: "Not the temple.
for that is pro faned by JOahvehHimsel f 2421, but, as the
pl. shews, the private sanctuaries on the roofs of the
houses and in the gardens."l Then in Am. 7;12, Amaziah,
lOooke, Ope cit I 83__________e. . t •
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in an effort to dissuade Amosfrom prophesying at Bethel,
says: "It is the lcing's sanctuary, and it is a royal
house."
The tabernacle. It should be indicated that
when the tabernacle and the temple are spo:ken of as
holy places, the reference may not be s imply to the
building, but to various dimensions connected with the
buildi ng. Thus the wor d "sanctuary" in the following
references appears to be used in a wide Signification,
and to have reference to the whole sacred enclosure:
Lev. 12:4; Num. 3:32, 38; 8:19; 18:1, 5; and 19:20.
But in Ex. 29:43; Hum. 4:12 and 16 the application
of the idea of sanctity is to the tent i tsel f. The
phrase "the holy place" in Num. 28:'7 may signify
either the court where the altar st ood, or the outer
chamber of the tent. rrhe inner compartment, or the
most holy place, is the narrow sense in which the words
"hoLy place" are used in Ex. 28:35; Lev. 16:2, 17, and 27.
(.rhe temple. The sanctuary most f r equentil.y
desoribed as holy is the temple. As in the case of
the tabernacle, so in the case of the temple the reference
may be eL ther to the building and its grounds, the
building alone. or special parts of the building. A
general reference, comprehending the structure and its
location, is pe r'hapa intended by such references as the
following: II Chr. 29:7, 21; Psa. 5:8 (RV 5:7); 20:3
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(LXX 19:3; l:(V 20:2); 24:3 (LL,{ 23:3); 27;4 (LXX 26:4);
63: 3 (LXX 62: 3; HV 63: 2); 65: 5 (LXX 64: 5; RV 65: 4) ;
68:18 (LXX 67:18; HV 68:17); 74:3 (LXX 73:3.); 78:69
(LXX 77:69); 79:1 (LXX 78:1); 134:2 (LXX 133:2); 138:2
(LXX 137:2); Eccl. 8:10; Isa. 62:9; 63:18; Lam. 1:10;
2:7. 20; Ezak. 5:11; 8:6; 21:7 (rlV 21:2); 23:38. 39;
24:21; 25:3; 37:26,28;42:20; 43:12; 45:3; Dan. 9:17;
11:31; and Jon. 2:5a In I. K. 9:3. 7; I Chr. 6:49;
29:3; II Chr. 2:4; 7:16, 20; 29:5; 30:8; Psa. 73:17
(LXX 72:17); 96:6 (LXX 95:6); and Jon. 2:8 (RV 2:7),
the reference seems t a be rna re specifio and designates
the building itself. Smaller compartments within the
building are the places of reference in Psa. 47:9
(LXX 46:9; rtV47:8); 68;25 (LYJ 67:25; RV 68:24); Jer.
51;51 (LXX 28:51); Ezek. 42:13, 14; 44; 19; and 46:19.
The inner -rnoet chamber is re ferred t a as "the most
holy place" in,I K. 8::16; 7:36; 8:6; II Chr. 3:10;
4:22; 5:7; and Ezek. 41:4. "The holy place" signifies
the same compartment in 1. K. 8:10 and II Chr , 5:11.
nrrhe Iioly oracle" in Psa. 28:2 (LXX 27:2) and "the
sanctuary'! in Ezek. 41: 23 are als 0 descriptions of
the inner-chamber.
Heaven
Though He dwel181\'ith the Hebrews in certain
spots, such as the tabernacle and the temple, heaven
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is properly Jehovah I s abode and is. consequently, holy.
The If sanctuary" referred to in Psa. 102: 20 (LXX 101: 20;
RV 102:19) is heaven. In Psa. 68:36 (LXX 67:36; RV 68:35);
Isa. 26: 21; 8..nd 5"1:15. heaven is Lndf.o.at.ed by the phrase
"holy :place." It is described as a "holy habitation"
in Dt. 26:15; II ehr. 30:27; Psa. 68:6 (LXX 67:6; nV 68:5);
and Zech. 2:13; and in the first two of these references
an appositiorml phrase explains that heaven is intended
by "holy h.ab Ltati on." Isa. 63: 15 describes heaven
as "a habitation of holiness," and Psa. 921:5 (LXX 92:5) 's
"Holiness becometh thy house" is most likely a reference
to Jehovah's celestial dwelling. In Psa. 20:7 (LXX19:7;
ltV 20:6) and 11:4 (LXX 10:4), the adjective "ho1yH is
the descripti ve modifi.er of "heaven." Twice where the~
phrase "h Ls holy temple" appears t in liab. 2: 20 and in
Mic. 1:2, heaven, rather than the temple at Jerusalem,
is the most app r cpr Late explanation of the words.
The stud;:!" of thLs chapter hae demonstrated that
in its application to places holiness has in the Old
rrestament a variety of connotations, ranging from the
idea of danger to that of transcendence. The idea of
danger is associated with the places of the theophany.
The idea of transcendence is seen in the description of
heaven as a place of holiness. In between these two
contrasting views come the ideas that the camp is holy,
because God is in the midst of it; that the land of
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Palestine is hol;y for a two-fold reason--the temple,
where alone Gocl can be worshipped acceptably, is in
the midst of it, and it is the possession of the holy
people; that the valley of Hinnom, Jerusalem, and Zion
are holy becaun e 0 f their relationship to the temple;
and that the tabernacle and temple are holy because
they are separated for the wornht.p of the one true God.
Through t his chapter also runs the dual strain that
there are pLaoes which are hoLy by virtue of the nature,
such as heaven, and there are places which are holy because
man has set than ap art for Divine use t such as VOwedlands
and houses. All holiness of places is the result of
€Iith er inherent or decreed relationship to the Deity.
CHAPTER V
THE HOLINESS OlP 'rIMES
The periods of time which in the Old Testament
are embraced by the concept of holiness consist of days,
seasons, and years. :::lomewriters in the field of Semitic
backgrounds trace the concept of holiness as related to
times ba ck to the primitive man' S observation that t.her e
are transitional periods in the year.l Thus holy times
are said to have either an annual basis t and to mark the
passing 0 f summer into winter and winter into spring; or
a lunar oae Le, and to occur at the times of the quarters
of the moon.
Reae oning upon the assumption that the holiness
of time S is derived from th e phenomena of nature t White-
house writes that the holy days were of two varieties.
Among the early Semi tes the moon was determin-
ative of the sacred days of the calendar. In the
lunar month of 29t days the sacred days were, as
we learn from the pre-Exilic Reb. prophets (Am85,
Hos 213 A.V. v.ll, Is 113; cf 2 K 423), the New
Moon and the; Sabbath.2
Admittedly there are passages in the Old rJ:estament wher e
lWood. ape cit., pp. 57-63.
2Whitehouse, OPe Cit., VI, 755.
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the Sabbath and the New Moon are referred to together.
e. g •• the references oited above. But nowhere in the
Old Testament do forms of W,? appear in connection
wt th t be l~e'JvMoon. Consequently, only the discussion
of the Sabbath has been thought to come within the
prov inca a f this the sis.
In Gen. 2:3 and Ex. 20:11 it is said that
Jehovah "hallovJed" the seventh day in that on that day
He rested from His work. It is enjoined upon the
Hebrews, in Ex. 20~8 and Dt. 5:12, lito keep it holy."
The Old TestarIlent teaches that 0abbath observance
originates at Sinai. In Neh , 9:14 among the things
for which Jehovah is thanked in the Levites I prayer
is His making known to the people at Sinai His "holy
sabbath. " When the people agreed again to keep the law,
which Ezra had read to them, Neh , 10;31 states that
the covenant involved the following provision: "If the
peoples of the land bring wares or any grain on the
sabbath day to sell. that we would not buy of them on
the sabbath, or on a holy day." The essential idea of
the holiness of the Sabot"tth day, then, appears to be
tha t it is a da:yr on which work is forbidden.
When discussing the reference in Ex. 20;8
McLaughlin asserts: "The reason for the obae rvanc 8 of
the Sabbath t in the parallel passage in Deut. 511-15,
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is simply that working people may rest (cf. 3112-17,
Lev. 19 30. I sa. 5013 • 14 I Je r , 1719 - 2'7) • It1 The ide a
is evident in other passages. In Neh , 13:22 it is
recorded that Nehemiah t o'l.d the priests to purii'y
themselves and to come and keep the gates "to aanc t t fy
the sabbath day." In its corn.ext this command is
necessitated by th epractice 0 f' some mer charrt e who
have their wine presses treaded upon the Sabbath day,
and of others who sell thei r wares upon that sacred. day.
Jehovah tells Jeremiah, in 1'7:22, to speak unto the
kings of Judah and the inhabitants of' Jerusalem
that t hey neither carry a burden nor do any work upon
the Sabbath day, but rather hallOW it. This provision
is repeated in 17: 24 as a condi ti on necessary't 0 the
eternal preservation of the c i.t y of Jerusalem. Lsa ,
58:13 and 14 promise a time of spiritual renewal with
the peoples I turning away from doLng their own vp'Le aaur e
upon the Sabbath da;y and coming instead to honor it
as the holy day 0 f Jeho"\'-ah. Profanation of the ::Jabbath,
therefore, c orieLst ed in doLng one's own vvays and finding
one's own pLea.sur e s upon that day. 'rhis happened ill
the w ILde rne as , when the Hebrews failed to Ieee}?the
Sabbath. According to Ezek. 20:20t the Sabbath was a
sign between them and Jehovah. But in the time of
revi val which is envi sioned in the later chapt ers of
Ezek., e. g•• 44:24, a characteristic of the sons of
IJ. ]'. McLaughlin, "Exodus, n Abingdon Bible Commen-
tary. ed , J:l'. C. Eiselen. et. al._ (NewYork: The Abingdon
Press, 1929), p. 269.
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Zadok will be that they hallow the ~abbath.
'rhat the holiness of the Sabbath requires the
restriction of work is made very clear in Lev. 23:3.
In this r e f'er ene e the words "a holy convocation" are
in apposition t a the words lithe seventh day is a sabbath
of solenm rest." Mitchell says of the phrase "a holy
convooation," which appears also in Lev. 23:2,4, 7,
8, 21, 24, 26. 35, 37 and parallel passages, but which
does not aLwaye refer to the seventh day:
It Ls clear that in this sentence UllP" ~ie.4
is the appositive of [] l1~-IUJ* ' and therefore
the equivalent of 111,1"' "-';ll~. This latter
phrase, however, denotes seasons devoted to Jehovah,1. e. sacred seasons. or in the exact sense of the
torm holidays.l
,
l~eh. 8: 'J, 10. and 11, where the statement, "t hae. day is
holy" recurs three times, call for special attention.
The day herein described is that which was normally
set apart fa r th 0 f'eae t 0 f Trumpets , but the 0 bse rvanc e
of the day does not c cnf'or m to the law's requirements
for the f'ea at of rrrumpets. Batten seems to agree with
Ryle that
the day became holy because the law was read, since
the people wouLd not yet know anything about this
festi va.i , The people did not know tha tit was a
holy day unt il they wore told, and certainly Ezra
could. not have been ignorant about the re qut roment e
f'or the feast of trumpets. 2
lR. G. Mitchell, "Miscellaneous Notes," JBL
(1888-90), p. 159.
2Batten, OPe cit., p. 357.
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Seasons
The geut"n'al aae er t t on Ls made tn Lev 23-2 4,_ ..~ ~ t::.."
and 37 th at the set feast s 0 f Jehovah are "holy convoca-
tions." These feasts are five in number. Lev. 23:7
and Num. 28:18 declare that the first day of the feast
of Passover shall be holy. Lev. 23:8 an d Num. 28:25
provide that the seventh day also, on which it closes t
is holly. Lev. 23:21 and Num, 28:26 assert that the
day of ,the feast of Pentecost likewise is "a holy
convocat ion." The same descripti on of the day of
the blowing of Trumpets is given in Lev. 23:24 and Num.
29:1. The identical characterization is given, in
addition, in Lev. 23:27 and Num. 29:7 to the day of
Atonement. Three times the epithet is applied to
the feast of rrabernac1es. Lev. 23:35 and Num, 29:12
state that the first day is a "holy convocation." The
eighth day of the feast. according to Lev. 23:36, is
similarly holy. The sense of all these references is
that such days are holidays: no servile work is to be
done.
The time of a fast. as well as the time of a
feast. is a season ch ar ao t e rized by holiness. In Joel
1:14 and 2:15 the prophet commands that a fast be
sanctified. On such an occasion the restrictions involved
)0
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CHAPTER VI
REQUI.ii.EMBNTS
'rHE HOLINESS 0]'l\.ITUALISTIC
Three kinds of accessories to the rituals of
the Hebrews will be discussed in this chapter. They
are the animal offerings, the furnishings of the
sanctuary. and the implements of the priestly office.
The Animal Offerings
It is hard to know what is the most satisfactory
division to follow in the discussion of the animal
offerings. In this chapter we shall consider first
the first-bo rn animals, then the sacrificial animals,
and finally the animals required for special offerings.
These groups are by no means mutually exclusive of
one another. The first-born animals were used for
saQrificial purposes, and the animals required for
special o:li'feringswere also sacrificed. However, the
most natural order of discussion seems to be that just
indioated.
The First-born Animals
In Ex. 13:2 and NUll. 8:17 Jehovah says that the
first-born of beasts, as well as of men. are sanctified
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to Him. NUlIl. 18:17 specifies as holy "the firstling of
a cow, or the firstling of a sheep, or the firstling of
a goat." l'he sanctification of the male firstling of
the herd and flock is commandedin Dt. 15:19. In the
latter reference the three restrictions nee:essitated
by the sanctification are (1) that no work.be done with
the firstling of the herd; (2) that no wool be sheared
from the firstling of the flock; and (3) that these
first-born provide for their owner and his household a
yearly sacrificial meal. ilarford explains the yearlJT
meal thus: "Animal firstlings, as among other peoples,
were sacri ficed either simply in thankfulness for the
fruitfulness bestowed and expected, or with the further
idea of sanctioning the use and enjoyment of later off-
eo r in >:1' ,,1
10.... "- ....0.
'rhe Sacrificial Animals
In Ex. 29: 34 t he ram by which Aaron and his
sons are consecrated to the priesthood is called holy.
It is holy because the following restrictiuns surround
its use: (1) it must be prepared in a holy place; (2)
a stranger is forbidden to eat of it; ro1d(3) none of
the meat which remains over until morning may b e eaten
by anyorie,
The remainder of the meal-offering, which is
lGeo. Harford. "Exodus, n Peake's COlmnentaryall
the Bible, p. 179.
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reserved for Aaron and his sons, is described as a
thing "most holy" in Lev. 2:3, 10; 6:9 (RV 6:17); and
10:12. Lofthouse offers this explanation of its
class ificat ion as "most holy":
Part of the offering belongs to Yahweh (i. e. must
be burnt), part to the priests; this is the case
wi th all o ff'e r Lnga classed as "mo st holy" (holy
in the first class). A "holy" thing (hol;Y7in the
second class) could. be eaten by a layman, but not
by a foreigner {af. 221P}.1
While t.ilis di fferentiati on between the "racst holy" and
the "n oLy " may apply in Leviticus , it is n at cone i.et ent Ly
so in t.he Old Testament, as will be noted SUbsequently
in this ohap te r ,
Lev. Q:18 (RV 6:25) and 6:23 (RV 6:29) olassify
the sin-off-ering as "most- hoLy s " On account of its
holiness, the t.lliu"offel'ing must be killed in the place
where the burnt-offering2 was killed, GUl.tel'lonly by
the pr;LeS'lts t&no. Ql;l;re:f'ully guarded against transmi tti1'lg
its holiness to others. lPou;r< :pr~Qa:l:!;t:Lons are e:&e;rcised
lLOfthollse, "LevitiQufa," Jes;\t(a'la OQmmen!_ar;)ron
the Bible. p. 179.
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to keep its holiness from being passed on. First. it
must be eaten in a holy place. Second, any garment
whereon its blood is sprinkled must be wasked in a
holy place. 1~hird, if an earthenware vessel has been
used for its preparation. that vessel must be broken.
Four, if it has been boiled in a bronze vessel, that
vessel must be thoroughly scoured.
The two he-lambs used in the peace-offering
are descr'ibed in Lev. 23: 20 as "holy to Jehovah for
the priest." irhe reference to "h oLy f18s1'11l in Hag.
2: 12 is p r obably to that share of the peace-offering
which belongs to the worshippers themselves. Likewise
Jer. 11:15 is a probable reference to the peace-offering.
Num , 18: 8 describes as "hallowed t.hd.nga" those
part s of' the 0 ff'eringslivhiah are not burnt upon the
altar, but belong to the priests. The following verse
lists the meal-offering. sin-offering, and trespaes-
offering as "moe t holy. H That ·thh, designs:tion d.oee
not have a consistent meaning througl1out the Old
Testament. as has alread:; been indicated, 16 pOinted
out by Gray-in these worde:
The term "moat holy" may be ue s d oi' the o:t':feril1gs
mentioned in this and the next ve re e , baoause they
"o·btained. a. higher Qoneec:ration" a~ compared wi tb.
those mentioned in v.llff. (see Drlver and White,
Leviticus. p .. 63f.; or, more fully, Be.udisein,
~tu4j_eBt .11. e2:f:':f.); but the terms "holy·1 and
"moat hal;'!" are used ra tne-r il'ldi:fi'erentl s, a.s i e
shown. '"Jy a comparison of' ·the last clauses of v ,
9 and1U.1
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'rhose portions of the sacrifioes which are
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reserved for the priests are carefully protected. Hum.
18:29 specifies that ~he tithe of the tithe which the
Levites offer to the oriests is to be "the hallowed
part. 11 The prohibi tion laid upon the Levi tes in Hum.
18:32, "s» shall not profane the holy things of the
children of Israel. If indic at ee that by the possession
of th~ tithe the Levites will have no temptation to
stranger, sojourner, ,or hired servant ca.nnot eat of the
take, and th ere by to profane t the offerings which are
made by the debraws. Lev. 22:10 deolares that a
holy thing; acoording to v. 11, however, a priest's
Slave may eat of the pr Le st' s bread, f'or he is a member
of the hotz sehoLd. A priest I s daughter who is married
to a stranger is forbidden. in v. 12, to eat of the
holy things; on the other hand, v , 13 permi ts her to
eat of her fat-he r t s bread if she is either a widow
or a childless divorcee. The parallelism in these
verses indicates that the holy things are the priest I s
foodstuffs. They are holy, because they do not belong
to everyone. It is provided, in v v , 14-16, that tnoss
who infringe upon the priests' rights and acoidently
partake of their food shall make a guilt-offering of
the val uat i on of the thing profaned plus one-fifth.
Ezek. 42: 13 supposes that ill the i deal theocracy
the new temple I s north and south chambers. which will
sa
-~
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IIIsheep." Curtis reasons that "the consecrated things"
were thank-offerings and explains that Itthe thanll::-
offering was a sacrifice offered for some special
benefit r ecsLve d ; here an expression of joy over the
renewal of the worship of Yahweh in the Temple (for
ritual cf. Lv. 712ff.)."1
lcurt1e, _o~p~.__ o~l~··_t_.,p. 469.
In the chapter of business-like provisions
for the priestly income. Lov , 27:9 and 10 legislate
that an animal which has once been vowed to Jehovah
must be treated as holy. This involves also the
principle that any attempt to substitute an inferior
animal for the one vowed renders both of them hol:Y7.
Num. 5:9 provides that the person who has
miSappropriated property and desires to make restitution
shall give the property to the priest, if the one
from whomhe micappropriated it is not living and has
no legal heir. 'l'h e subsequent verse makes it clear
that the contribution belongs to the particular priest
to whom the confession is made, and not to the whole
p rLe a t Ly C onurruri i,t.iy.
It is said in Num, 6:20 -that the wave-offering
in the ceremony of purification of the Nazirite is
"holy for the priest.1t
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The phrase "thy holy things" in TIt. 12:26 may
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6refer either to the obligatory or to the voluntary
altar gifts, or to both.
Neh. 10:34 (LXX 20:34; RV 10:33) lists among
The Furnishings of the Sanctul¥'Y
the things for which the people taxed themselves "the
holy things." This phrase is a separate item among
such items as the burnt-offerings, continual meal-
Offerings, Sabbaths, NewMoons, set feasts (or, feasts
specially designated), and the sin-offerings.
Not only the location of the sanctuary is
invested with hoLi.nees , bu t also the apparatus needed
within the sanotuary area for the purposes of worship.
Ex. 29 :36 requires the priests, after the~r have purged
the altai' by making atonement for it, to sanctify it
by anointing it. The next Verse states that after
this p r oces s has been repeated for seven da:'ts the
altar will be so holy that its holiness will be infectious.
Ex. 29: 44 contains Jehovah's promise to sanctify the
alter, a.s well as Aaz'on , 11is sons, and the tent of
meeting. Ex. 30: 29 is a c ommaudthat I.1os€)S Sanctify
the altar, its vessels, the laver, and the laver's base.
Lev. 8:11 desoribes how he fulfilled this commandby
sprinkling the anointing oil seven times upon the altar,
its vessels, the laver, and the laver'S uase. In addition
to this, Lev. 8:15 states that the ce remony inconneotion
l
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'r11e sprinkling of the blood seven times upon it on the
o
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with the sin-offering also serves to sanctify the altar.
day of atonement answers the same purpose. according
to Lev. 16:19.
Ex. 40:9 states that in consequence of Moses'
anointing with the anointing oil the tabernacle and. all
of its furniture. these will be holy. 'fh8 faot that he
thus sanotified them is recorded in Lev. 8:10 and Num,
7:1.
As it is used in Num. 18:3; 31:6; I ChI'. 9:29;
and Neh, 10: 39 the phrase "vessels of the sanctuary"
seems to be a general reference to the articles of
furniture Which were placed in the sanctuary. In I ChI'.
II ChI'. 8:11 states that ~the places are holy
22: 19 they are described as "tn e holy vessels of God.11
and II ChI'. 5:5 denoml.nates them "the holy vessels that
Were in the tont.ll
Num , 16: 37 and 38 d.escribe the censers as holy.
If Lev. 21:22 is a reference to the shewbread.
the shewbread may have two rallies of holiness, "most
holy" and "holy." Tho verse gi ves no indication of the
baSis of differentiation. In Lev. 24:9, where the
reference i c made to the ehewbr ead specifically. it is
described as "most hoLy " to Aaron and his sons. On the
other hand t in I Sam. 21: 4 t that familiar passage
d.esarib ing how David and his followers ate the ahewoz-aad,
it is called only "holy bread.1I
whereunto the ark of Jehovah hath come. tt It is not
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In Ex. 30:35 and 37 the incense is declared to be
holy. The reason it is holy is that it is dangerous to
the laymen to duplicate it. Any person who tries to do so
is threatened with exclusion from his people.
The priests' dress is the implement of their
office most of'ten re ferred to as tfholy." In Ex. 28: 36
Moses is commanded to engrave upon the gold plata, which
Aaron is to wear in the center of his uurban , the words t
"Holy to Jehovah." Ex. 29: 6 suggests that upon this
turban he is to wear a cr ownt which is a "holy cr own;."
According to Ex. 8: 30 t Moses not onl~l sanot t fied
Aaron and his sons by sprinkling them with the anointing
oil and with the blood, but also their garments. Lev.
16:4 prescribes that Aaron wear "the holy linen coat" when
he goes into the holy place once each year to make atone-
mente In Ezek.·s picture of the restored temple, the
priests who prepare the Meal-offering. Sin-offering, and
Trespass-offering in the special kitchen will "not go out
of the holy place into the outer court, but there they
shall lay their garments wher eLn they minister: for they
are holy: and they shall put on other garments, and shall
approach to that which pertaineth to the people."
In conformity with this idea that special attire
1s desirable for the worship of Jehovah, the command,
"Worship Jehov8h in holy array." appears in I Chr. 16: 29;
II Chr , 20:21; Pea. 29:2 (IIXX 28:2); :P~a. 96:9 (95:9); and
110:3 (LXX 109:3). In all of these the sense of worshipping
tn Y'I..t:;'r1estlygarments
Th'~s chapter
J
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UJI/JJ is translated by J:I{){q-f)'-;cr(:.-r~ '.
This may be explained. as was noted in Chapter II. by the
tendency of holiness to signify a particular attribute
when applied to God.
cJ
Instances Where: tAY/4S Is Used to Translate Other
Words Besides U17p
(I
More often than when a word. other than tl\y,~S is
l'
used to translate W'{J are the instances where t1\'II~S
is a translation of some Hebrew term besides WI tJ. In
Ex. 13:12 the Hifilpf. 2nd p , s , of J"J.'Y. "pass over."
<. ,
app ea.re in the IvIT. The count erpart in the LXX is /71.( Ic;f If"G, S •
The easiest way to explain this fact is to account for it
on the basis of the infl.. uenee of 13: 2. The MThas tEl:;
? 0 (_ I LJ
in Ex. 29: ~J)3, whe r-aau the IJXX has ~v 0' 0 ny 'f?,r:rU/7If'~V, Per-
haps this variation is to be eXplained by the supposition
that the LXX assumed that everything that had been anointed
had thereby been sanctified. Lev. 25:5's l,">5J is
I. I
Q4..y,dd'J.-(tATOS in the LXX. The resemblance of this word to the
word for Naziri te should be suffi cient justification. In
I K. 8: 8 r{' -,~ is translated by the pf , pass. pt cp , , m ,
( I /'
pl. ac c . of (/\'IIr;(~CAJ. Such is permissible because n"J-. hae
the root idea of separation. with the derived notion of
component pa.rt s , Pea. 88:40 (LXX 87:40) contains the word
"strongholds,lI of which the root is 'J-:52.. The LXX traus-
«: ,
lates wi th tJ('/'tlftf'lvItA. This is possible because the root
7 Lj:L means lito cut off" in the Sense 0 f making inacoessible.
In Pe a , 132:8 (LXX 131:8) the n , 11l. 8. cons. wi th 2nd s . au.f •.
1S';J ,from .s)';J "be strong" is replaced in the LXXby
t , ",1("/'tJfr~aYtjS. The beginning of this divergence is in the
Targum, which renders the phrase "Aaron in it thy light."
In later Hebrew the word "light" came to have the idea of
power and glory. and the LXX:not surprisingly (in view of
I
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what has been noted above about the tendency of holiness
to signify a particular attribute of God) interpreted it
in terms of holiness and so translated it. The phrase "his
crown" in Psa. 132:18 is "my holiness" in the LXX(131:18).
buffice it to remark that the crown to the Hebrews was a
sign of consecration, as it may be illustrated in Zeoh.
9:16. In 16a. 1'1:27 the MThas ]11~lLj • "splendor,1T as
the modLf'Le r' characterizing ill il ). but the IJXXhaa (JEd S
(I
described here as 0(7 J(JS. The explanation that holiness
often designated the particular attributes of the Godhead
vvill serve. too, for an explanation of this verse. The
((
NIT's jl(J}V,l, nhard," in Lsa , 2'7:1 is cx'!'t:(Vin the LXX.
Perhaps this was an error of eyesight on the part of the
translators. In Isa. 33: 5 :J.1.ll.J J appears in the l\1T and
II
P( ylllS in the LXX. This Hebrew word also connotes the
anc.ient idea of separation. l!"or the l'vIT's 1=t11) ~1)1
c/cAy' 0 V. It should be remarked. that throughout the Bible
~ :1. ,,-S is the only inf. fo rm 0 f J i:J. . yet the LXX
seem to have taken it as the Hii'il info In Am. 2:11 the
word for Naziri tes is translated by ;;'Y'fA(f"J..4~V. Variations
for which the writer prefers to offer no explanation are:
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(1) the replaoement of "dwelling" by "sanotification" in
II ChI'. 36:15; (2) the appa.arance of !;.y:WV for ')J19"'S
in ESB,. 83:4 (LXX 82:4; RV 83:3); and (3) the change of
the MT's "rest" into I1c1eansing" in some MSS of the LL'C
and into IIsanctification
H in other MSS.
!fuich T.hel'e
in the LXX for
Instances Where he lVIT
for which the MT has no UY'l p : Ex. 28:3. 26; 35:39;
Lev. 4:17; 8:31; 10:14; 12:4; 18:21; Josh. 24:15; Jdgs.
In the following verses there is an extra
c.'()(y,I)S
16:17; I Sam. 2:10; I K. 8:4; II ChI'. 5:9; 35:7, 15;
Pea. 18: '7 (LXX 17: '7; RV 18: 6 ); 27: 4 (LXX 26: 4 n l; 138: 2
(LXX 13'7:2n); 143:10 (LXX 142:10); Isa. 26:31; 30:19;
44:28; 54:17; 5?:15; 60:9; Jilzek. 10:6,7; and 28:14.
Same
There is a difference in the number of (J) -, ,-;) in
l'the lilTani! '" I' oS in t he LXX in these verses: Ex. 29:30 :
Lev. 10:10: 19:8, 30: 20:3: 21:12: 22:10. 14: 26:2: 27:25:
Num. 3:28. 32: 4:15: 8:19: 10:21: 16:5: 18:1.3•5: 19:20:
Dt. 26:13: I K. 8:8: I ChI'. 9:29: 24:5: 29:3. 5. 21: 30:19:
psa. 74:3 (LXX 73:3): 134:2 (LXX 133:2): Iss. 4:3: 41:16:
43:28: 62:9: Jar. 28:5: Ezak. 9:6: 23:38. 39: 24:21: 25:3:
37:26, 28; 41:21: 43:21; 44:1. 5. 7. 8. 9. 11. 15. 16. 19:
45:7; 46:19; 47:12; Zeph. 3:4; and Mal. 2:11.
CONCLUSION
Pou'r considerations will bring this thesis to its
conclusion. First, a summary of the conclusions reached
in the foregoing chapters is needful to give the complete
picture of the result of the investigation. Second, the
uses of the word "holy" which would not fit logically into
the outline of the thesis proper need to be indicatecl.
Third, cognizance should be taken of objects, not discussed
in this thesis, which some writers consider to have been
sac:Ted, though the word "holy" is not applied to them in
the Bible. Fourth. the statement of pUl.'pose ought to be
reviewed.
The conclusions derived from the foregoing dis-
cussion may be summarized according to chapt er a , From
Chapter I, 'tThe Hebrew Concept 0 f Holiness," it was con-
cluded that the original concept of holiness was restric-
tion from commonuse because of a relationship to the
Divine; that the ethical connotations of the word entered
through the relationship sustained b~Tholiness and olean-
ness; and that the fundamental idea of holiness, by which
the ancient and the modern usages of the word are unified,
is a relationship to the Divine, the difference between
this and the original c.oneapt being only the way in which
the relationship to the Divine is conce i.ved, At times
94
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holiness was considered in the Old Testament as a trans-
missible quality; but to identify this concept with the
original one, just because it seems magical, may not be
accurate. It is possible, since some scholars have
thought the dates of the portions of the Old Testament
literature in which these references to the transmissible
quality of holiness occur to be late, that the view which
regards holiness as a physical quality as contagious as
disease may be a degenerated concept. It was shown also
in this chapter that the dual relationship of holiness to
both uncleanness and cleanness is very difficult to grasp,
either for one's self, or to explain to another. That
holiness, though it should be located on the opposite side
of the algebraic scale from uncleanness, nevertheless re-
sembled uncleanness in several particulars, cannot be
questioned. Yet cleanness, the opposite of unCleanness,
was a prerequisite of holiness. The writer concluded,
therefOre, that the ethical content of the word originated
in the Hebrewsr perception that cleanness was moral,
rather than ceremonial.
It was observed regarding the holine ss of God,
which was discussed in Chapter II. that the word "holy"
was descriptive of Jehovah as the Godhead, or supreme
Divinity. However, He was not simply holy because He was
supreme. The tendency of the word to become affixed to
His various attributes and to bring particular sides of
His nature into prominence, was also called to attention.
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Furthermore. it was noted that the application of holiness
to His agents illustrated the same cnar acber t et i o of holi-
ness to be used in a particular, rather than a general,
sense. While God's agents were called holy, either on ac-
count 0 f sharing His nature. or because of their proximity
to Him, they were, when so called, funo.tioning either as
intercessors, worshippers, watchers, or companions.
In the discussion of the holiness of man, in
Chapter III. holiness was observed to stand in a secondary v
position and to have a derived meaning from whatever its
first application was. The descriptions of people as holy
were summed up under eight headings. rrhemost starting
discovery made by the writer in this chapter WaS that the
king is not described in the Old Testament as a holy person.
The writer had supposed that the holiness of the kil~
would consume a considerable portion of the chapter's diS-
cussion. The king was most certainly anointed, but the
Old Testament does not use WI,") in referenoe to the
king. In the Psalms. where the New Testament identifies
Jesus as "the holy One," the word is 1<0 rr. Those
individuals whom the Old Testament desoribes as holy were
thus deSignated because they were entrusted with speoial
functions by the Divine; they adhered to the prohlbitions
by which their status was marked off from others; they
were ocoasionally permitted to exercise supernatural power;
and t.heir ohoice by the Divine bound them. not only to
prohibitions, but also to activities Which were as pleasing
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to God as the things prohibited were abhorrent.
Chapter IV was devoted to the discussion of the
holiness of places. In this chapter it was demonstrated
that places were called holy because they were character-
ized by God's presence. To the holiness of places man
reacted in various ways. The emotion produced by the
places of theophany was fear of phye l ca'l danger from
having seen the Lord; the response produced by the holi-
ness of Jerusalem and Zion was praise; the thought of
heaven as a holy place, which thought was a reminder of
God's transcendent nature, made man conscious of his
insignificance.
The Subject of Chapter V was "The Holiness of
Times. II The conclUSion from this discussion was that the
times which are called holy are such because they require
a cessation of work for religious purposes.
The ritualistic reqUirements discussed in Chapter
ill were shown to be holy because. they were restricted from
commonuse t reserved for purposes of worship, and safe-
guarded from profanation because even those who had the
right to use them could do so only after the fulfillme.nt
of certain conditions.
Having summarized the conclUSions of the vital
chapters 0 f the thesis, the writer must indicate two
special uses of the word "holy" which would not fit. logic-
ally. into the general outline of the thesis. In Zech.
14: 20 it is written: "In that day shall 'there be upon the
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bells of the horses, HOLY UNTO JEHOVAH. n The idea that
these words should be an insigna is not strange. The
priest's mitre was engraved in this manner, as was noted
in the discussion of the ritualistic requirements. This
reference could hardly have been discussed there, however.
':eheHebrews did not use horses in their rituals. Horses
may be regarded. in some cases, as symbolical of the in-
fluences opposed to the purpose of Jehovah in the Old.
Testament. But here the prophet, in desoribing the con-
ditions which will prevail when Jehovah comes to enjoy
universal reign, foresees a day when even horses will be
dedicated to the execution of His will.
Again, references not disoussed elsewhere in the
thesis are Dan. 11: 28 and 30. Eaoh of these vv. speak of
a nhol;,~covenan t ;" This p ort Lo n of the Old. Testament is
very difficult to interpret. Considerable unoertainty
must remain about the identification of the person spoken
of here.l Several emendations of the text have been sug-
gested.2 The writer does not know what the holy covenant
was, nor why it was holy.
It would not be fitting to bring the thesis to a
close without recognizing that some soholars oonsider the
Old Testament idea of holiness to include other objects
than tnoee discussed herein. rrhe wri ter has assumed that
IJ\lIontgomery.OPe Cit., p , 451.
2Charles, oJ? c1t. , , p , 249f.
the Old Te st amerrt uses 0 f the wo I'd WI e. Some scholars
who make research into Semitic backgrounds. however, pro-
fess to find in names, like 'En-mishpat and 'En-ha-tannin,l
evidence of sacred springs; in references to trees, as in
Gen. 35:4 and Jdgs. 4:4 and 5, evidence of sacred trees; and.
in instances of the erection of pillars, as in Josh. 24:26
and 27 and I Sam. 6:24, evidence of sacred stones.2 How-
ever, these illustrations were not included in this thesis,
inasmuch as the Qoncept of holiness does not actually ocour
in them.
Attention is called, finally, again to the purpose
and method of the thesis. The purpose of the thesis has
been to ascertain the Old Testament idea of holiness. The
method. was a comparison of the MT and LXX in those Verses
<.f
where W,p and (j.",/,{)S appear respectively. In accord-
ance with thispurposa and method it has been deemed im-
possible, within the scope of this thesis, to delve into
philosophical or theological aspects of the question.
Rather, the writer humbly believes that philosophical or
theologioal discourse of holiness should begin from the
bases brought forth in this thesis.
IThiS proper name appears in some sections of the
Old Testament as 'En-hat-tannim.
20esterley and Robinson t op. cit., pp. 32-47.
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